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Introduction
The development of the iron and steel industry in Canada
is interesting for its direct connections to Canada’s
transformation, through its history, into a modern
industrialized nation. Entrepreneurs, inventors-pioneersinnovators of technology and metallurgical processes, and
early adopters of new technology are all part of Canada’s
proud iron and steel legacy. The people who shaped the
industry with their drive, ingenuity and skills are the real
story behind Canada’s contribution to the world’s iron and
steel industry.
Creation of new companies and integration both
upstream into raw materials supply and downstream into
value-added manufacturing, along with mergers,
acquisitions, bankruptcies and foreign ownership, can be
traced from the early history of the industry to the present
day.
Although Canada today represents about 1% of world
steel production, its importance and contribution have
been highly significant in shaping the global steel industry.
Among other innovations, Canada introduced the
minimill to the world, as well as low slag volume blast
furnace ironmaking (which has become the accepted
norm), the rod mill Stelmor cooling process and the hot
strip mill Coilbox™. Canadian mills were also very early
adopters of the basic oxygen steelmaking process and the
continuous casting process.
What follows is a description of the major influences
in the Canadian iron and steel industry and a broad
perspective of events in the past 50 years, including
explanations of the major steel company developments,
with figures, photos and tables to illustrate. But first, some
historical perspectives are provided.

Historical Perspective – Before 1961
The first site of iron ore smelting in North America was at
L’Anse aux Meadows, Newfoundland, where the Vikings in
the 11th century collected locally available bog iron ore
from which they smelted iron. Evidence of ironmaking is
found in the form of a small furnace (about 2 metres high)
built of large stones set on their edge to form a shaft,
which was made airtight with clay. From a charge of bog
iron ore and charcoal, and with the use of a bellows to
provide the blast, an iron bloom of approximately 3 kg was
produced for forging into nails, likely for boat repairs. In
North America at this time the cold working of meteoritic

iron was known to aboriginal people (Parks Canada, 2011).
The iron industry began in New France in 1730 with
the opening of the St. Maurice Forges near Trois-Rivières,
Quebec, when Louis XV gave a royal license to work the
local iron ores and build a blast furnace to produce cannon
and mortars, iron stones, kettles and bars. In the 1800s,
the furnace, forges and foundries produced large potash
kettles, machines for mills, various castings, pigs, and
wrought bar wheels and axles (Bartlett, 1875). By 1879 the
bog ores were depleted and charcoal was scarce, and by
1883 the blast furnace was abandoned, at which time it
was the oldest active furnace on the continent (Swank,
1892).
The first iron works in Upper Canada was in
southwestern Ontario at Normandale, near Port Dover on
Lake Erie. The Normandale Ironworks, with its charcoal
blast furnace, played a significant role in the early
economic development of the province. Built in 1816-1817
and enlarged in 1821-1822, it produced cooking stoves,
kettles, pots and pans and agricultural implements. Up to
200 men were employed prior to the closure of the blast
furnace in 1847 due to depletion of the local bog ore
deposits (Normandale Blast Furnace Historic Plaque, 2011).
The first ironworks in eastern Ontario, the Marmora
Ironworks near Peterborough, Ontario, began to produce
pig iron from local ore in 1823, principally for castings and
wrought bar for reworking. By 1848, a rapid drop in the
price of iron in England, together with the reduction of
transportation rates that followed the opening of the St.
Lawrence canals, made the Marmora Ironworks
uncompetitive (Donald, 1915). The works fell into ruin,
although mining was resumed in 1866 and continued
through 1979, with the ore being shipped to the United
States for smelting (Marmora Iron Works Historic Plaque,
2011).
By the mid-19th century, several more small ironworks
had appeared across the colonies near the sites of iron
deposits, though many had closed when they found the
available iron difficult to smelt. Moulders in foundries remelted this pig iron in their cupolas to make cast iron
goods, while blacksmiths hammered it into more flexible
wrought iron. New markets in the emerging age of steam
and rail opened after 1850 (Heron, 2011).
Over the period of 1850 to 1890, steam-powered
rolling mills opened in Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton and
Saint John producing wrought iron bars, plates and other
shapes as well as nails, screws and wire products.
In 1873, the first Steel Company of Canada was
formed to purchase the Londonderry and Acadia mines
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and ironworks in Nova Scotia. In 1874, a Siemens openhearth steelmaking furnace was installed, and in 1876 and
1877 coke ovens were built to convert local coal to blast
furnace fuel, the first coke blast furnace was erected, and a
rolling mill was established at a greenfield site (Donald,
1915). By 1878, the company had completed its ultramodern steelworks at Londonderry, which included
company housing offices, warehouses, local train lines and
branch rail lines. Londonderry had a population of almost
5,000 at its peak. In 1887 the Steel Company of Canada
was reorganized and the Londonderry Iron and Steel
Company became a subsidiary. Steel production halted in
1898 when competition increased as a result of the
development of new centres of industry, the discovery of
new high-quality iron ore deposits in northern Ontario, and
the rising cost of raw material and finished goods
transportation (Nova Scotia Archives, 2006).
The Nova Scotia Steel Company was established in
1882 in Trenton, Nova Scotia, using the Siemens open
hearth furnace steelmaking process. It subsequently
merged with its customer—the Nova Scotia Forge
Company—to form the Nova Scotia Steel and Forge
Company. A coke blast furnace was built at Ferrona when
scrap shortages developed. Higher quality iron ore was
shipped from Bell Island, Newfoundland, by the New
Glasgow Iron, Coal and Railway Company, which had rights
to long-term supply. In 1895, the Nova Scotia Steel
Company was formed through the merger of the Nova
Scotia Steel and Forge Company with the New Glasgow
Iron, Coal and Railway Company. With iron ore being
shipped from Newfoundland and coal being sourced from
Cape Breton Island, the company was faced with high
transportation costs and decided to construct a new
integrated steel plant in Sydney Mine, which opened in
1899. The steel mill and coal mines in Cape Breton, along
with the iron ore mine in Newfoundland and the steel mill
and forge in Trenton and blast furnaces in Ferrona, were all
merged into a new entity in 1900 called the Nova Scotia
Steel and Coal Company (SCOTIA). SCOTIA produced rail,
heavy forgings, railway cars, railway wheels, bolts, rivets,
artillery and naval shells. In 1921 SCOTIA merged with
Dominican Steel Corporation to form part of the
conglomerate known as the British Empire Steel
Corporation (BESCO) (Trenton Works, 2011).
Dosco
The Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation (DOSCO) was
incorporated in 1928 and became operational in 1930. It
was predated by the British Empire Steel Corporation
(BESCO) which had faced financial and organized labour
problems through the 1920s, as industrial and consumer
markets changed. Following World War II, declines in the
coal and steel industries during the 1950s saw the DOSCO
conglomerate, once the largest Canadian private employer,
undergo tough times, and in 1957 it was purchased by A.V.
Roe Canada Ltd.

Stelco
Some enterprising Americans accepted the City of
Hamilton’s offer of a free site, and $40,000, if the company
would expend $400,000 on a smelting works with a
capacity of 150 tonnes/day. In July 1895 the Hamilton Blast
Furnace Company built what was to become Stelco’s ‘A’
Blast Furnace and, in 1897, a steel plant, puddling furnaces
and a spike factory were added (Donald, 1915). In 1899 the
Hamilton Blast Furnace Company merged with the local
Ontario Rolling Mills to create the Hamilton Steel and Iron
Company. In 1910, the Steel Company of Canada (latterly
Stelco) was, with urging from the federal government,
incorporated from five companies:






Canada Screw Company – 1864, Dundas, Ontario
Hamilton Steel and Iron Company – 1861, Hamilton,
Ontario
Montreal Rolling Mills – 1790s, Montreal, Quebec
Dominion Wire Manufacturing Company – Lachine,
Quebec
Canada Bolt and Nut Company – Swansea, Ontario

This was one of the most complex and varied
horizontal mergers in the steel finishing industry anywhere
in the world. World steel production was only 60.3 million
tonnes in 1910. Stelco was also advanced in vertical
integration of the steps in the steelmaking process. In
order to meet heavy competition from U.S. mills and to
capture a larger share of the Canadian market, the
management of Stelco proceeded as quickly as possible
with a major building programme. By 1913, it had the
world’s second electrically powered blooming mill, and a
combination rod and bar mill, also electrically powered—
the first of its type to be installed in North America. By
1921 Stelco was equal in size to the combined total of
Algoma and DOSCO (Warrian, 2010). In 1932, Stelco’s
share of the Canadian market was 45%. Stelco showed an
innovative approach when it installed a recovery and
distribution system for waste gases from the coke ovens
and blast furnaces to provide fuel to other applications in
the plant.
The outbreak of World War II inaugurated a new era
for Stelco as it did for the other steel mills and for the
Canadian economy. Stelco expanded its finishing capacity
with the erection of plate and strip mills in 1941 and cold
rolling and tin plating mills in 1948. In 1950, No. 3 Open
Hearth Steelmaking Shop was started and in 1951 a third
(‘C’) blast furnace was built.
Algoma
Algoma Steel was founded in 1901 by Francis Clergue, an
American entrepreneur who had settled in Sault Ste.
Marie. The Bessemer steelmaking converters, which went
into operation in 1902, were used to produce steel for a
blooming mill and a rail mill. In 1906 and 1907, coke ovens
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and additional blast furnaces were built.
Initially Algoma specialized in the manufacture of rails
for Canadian railways and produced steel for artillery shells
during the First World War. Algoma imported iron ore and
coal from the United States. At the height of the Great
Depression, the company became insolvent, and it went
into receivership until Sir James Dunn gained control in
1935 and restored it to profitability. Dunn’s policy of never
paying a dividend to stockholders, coupled with extensive
modernization and expansion during the Second World
War and an extended period of steel controls up until the
mid-1950s, allowed Algoma to expand and become a more
balanced steel producer (Essar Steel Algoma, 2011).
Algoma’s priority for the war period was expanding
capacities in a wide range of semi-finished steel which
would find a broad application among post-war
consumers. Of all the wartime government grants and
subsidies to the steel industry for capacity building, about
80% went to Algoma to increase rolling capacity—a bloom
mill, a billet mill and ancillary equipment for rolling flat
steel in order to balance its 700,000 tonnes of raw steel
production, given its existing 450,000 tonnes of rolling
capacity. Algoma also built a new blast furnace, the largest
in the United Kingdom or Canada at the time (Warrian,
2010). Algoma was one of the North American pioneers in
the basic oxygen steelmaking process with the opening of
No. 1 Basic Oxygen Furnace (BOF) Shop in 1956.

Figure 1. Rails piled outside rail mill, circa 1904

Figure 2. Algoma 12-inch merchant mill, circa 1944

Figure 3. Algoma teeming of ingots, circa 1941
Dofasco
A review of the history of Dofasco would be incomplete
without a discussion of its culture—the Dofasco Way. New
employees learn about the history and the culture early.
“The Golden Rule” and the phrase “Our Product is
Steel....Our Strength is People” are used to describe the
long history of concern and respect for people. All
employees are expected to be strong and to live up to the
expectations and standards of those who went before.
Dofasco was first incorporated as Dominion Steel
Castings Company Limited in 1912 by Clifton W. (C.W.)
Sherman, a young foundryman from Auburn, New York. His
father and his younger brother Frank A. Sherman also
worked in the same foundry in Auburn. C.W. Sherman
recognized the potential of the fast-growing, high-tech
railway business in Canada and came to Hamilton to seek
his fortune. Hamilton was a junction in the trans-Canada
and U.S.-Canada rail lines and was a site for major
maintenance and car building. C.W. Sherman set up a small
office in a farm house on Depew Street, near the water in
Burlington Bay in North Hamilton, close to the Stelco
property. Frank A. Sherman joined him in 1914. The two
built a small railroad products foundry. Several mergers
and acquisitions followed and the name was changed to
Dominion Foundries and Steel Company in 1917 (Dofasco
was a friendly name from the 1920s that became official in
1980). The foundry initially made steel castings-frames,
bolsters and wheels for Canada’s expanding railway
system. During the First World War, products also included
munitions, marine forgings and plate. In 1917, a heavy
plate mill was purchased along with a new forging plant for
shell casings. When the war drew to a close in 1918,
Dofasco had 11 open hearth furnaces producing 750
tonnes of steel per day with some 2,280 workers, nearly
ten times the number just four years earlier.
Following the war, demand for flat rolled steel
dropped off drastically and low tariffs allowed U.S. steel
producers to capture a sizeable portion of the Canadian
steel market. The foundry part of the business saved the
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company. Dofasco occasionally had trouble meeting
payroll and employees would be paid in delivered
groceries and company stock. Their loyalty was to be
rewarded later.
In 1935, a 20-inch cold reducing mill was brought on
line and the company began producing the first Canadian
hot dip tin plate. In 1937, a 42-inch cold mill was built,
enabling the company to produce 100 tonnes of cold rolled
steel per day.
C.W. Sherman recognized the value of employee
loyalty, flexibility and skill. Entire families often worked in
the company—parents, children, and grand-children were
all part of the Dofasco family. From 1936-38, the Shermans
instituted a number of measures to recognize results and
strengthen the relationship with employees. These
included the annual Christmas Party, which would grow to
30,000 employees and family members, employee
communication publications and employee profit-sharing.
In a time before pension plans, employees shared 11% and
later 14% of before-tax profits equally. Employees were
the recipients of very generous cash payouts on
retirement. Profit sharing reinforced the understanding
that all employees were on the same team. The profitsharing fund became a model for benefit plans throughout
North America.
In 1941, Dofasco was Canada’s only domestic
producer of armour plate for tanks and ships. Two-inch
shells were fired down the mill bay to determine if the
shells would pierce the plate—an early quality control test.
The war effort also resulted in the world’s first continuous
annealing line that cut annealing time from days to hours.
With support from the war-time government, Dofasco
installed the largest electric arc furnace (EAF) in Canada,
weighing 60 tonnes. The war soon ended, and the furnace
was to see little use. The EAF technology, however, would
have a big place in Dofasco’s future.
In 1950, the company was still a small player relative
to Stelco, Algoma and Dosco. Dofasco installed an
electrolytic tinning line in 1949 but the copper residuals in
the scrap caused product quality issues. Clean scrap was in
short supply. Virgin metal was required and so Dofasco
made a key strategic change in direction. In 1951, No. 1
Blast Furnace and No. 1 Coke Plant were started on the
mud flats of Hamilton Harbour, and Dofasco became
Canada’s fourth integrated steelmaker. Hot metal
additions were made to the open hearth furnaces and trial
additions were made to the large EAF—up to 70% hot
metal. Sinter had to be used as an oxidizer as tonnage
oxygen was not available.
Results were not good. Product quality was still not in
control. The company felt that it needed a large open
hearth furnace like Stelco but it could not obtain the
financing to build one. A less expensive solution needed to
be found. Fred Loosley, the VP of operations and a
company founder from 1912, had been at a conference in
Europe in 1952 and was told by a supplier about a new
technology being used by the Austrians to blow tonnage

oxygen into their open hearths. He didn’t sit on the
information. Loosley sent John McMulkin, his one-man
research department, to investigate. John returned and
within two weeks he had welded two small ladles together
mouth-to-mouth and cut the top off one to make a barrelshaped furnace with a capacity of three tonnes per heat.
Canada Liquid Air (Air Liquide) trucked in a tank of oxygen
that lasted for three heats. The first heat was blown in on
November 21, 1952, two weeks before the first
commercial heat in Austria. The world of steelmaking was
changed forever.
McMulkin then got an old Bessemer converter from
the United States and was able to make 24 5-ton heats per
day to all the needed specifications. Lance technology, new
refractories, a tonnage oxygen plant and gas-scrubbing
technologies to protect the environment had to be
developed from scratch, designed and installed. These
were exciting times.
Less than two years later, in October, 1954, No. 1 BOF
Shop produced the first heat (on spec) of “oxygen steel” in
the world outside of Austria. The BOF could produce steel
in larger quantities, of higher quality, and at a dramatically
lower cost. Four open hearths and two electric furnaces
were shut down. Dofasco engineered the first BOF shop
exclusively for the new process as the Austrian-developed
technology was built in open hearth structures. Within
weeks, the Europeans, the Japanese and the Americans
were touring the shop with their professional sketchers
(cameras were not allowed). The Japanese soon began to
migrate to oxygen steelmaking.
In 1954 Dofasco also acquired the hot dip galvanized
sheet division of Lysaght Canada Ltd., marking the
beginning of the galvanizing business. From 1955 to 1959,
Dofasco began operating a 56-inch cold mill, a continuous
galvanizing line, a second blast furnace and second BOF,
two more coke batteries, an electrolytic tinning line, an
open coil batch anneal (the first in the world), an expanded
hot mill and a larger oxygen plant. In 1960, a second
galvanizing line was installed. A key decision was made to
operate the blast furnace with pelletized iron ores, rather
than the usual sinter of fine ore, or lump ores, that all the
other North American and European plants were using,
providing another strategic advantage in productivity.
It was a busy time and it would get busier.
There were about 5,000 employees, and Frank H.
Sherman, the son of Frank A. Sherman, was only the third
Dofasco president, contributing to continuity in the
company culture. Production capacity was one million
tonnes per year.

Overview of Developments – 1961-2011
Canada’s crude steel production in 1960 was 5.3 million
tonnes (Table 1), representing about 1.5% of the world’s
output of 350 million tonnes, and by 2010 Canada’s 13
million tonnes represented 0.9% of the world’s 1,414
million tonnes. Canada’s crude steel production has been
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essentially level since 1980, while world production has
doubled.
Table 1. Canada and world crude steel production
(tonnes)
Year
Canada
World
1960
5,281,101
350,000,000
1970
11,136,098
595,000,000
1980
15,901,243
715,581,000
1990
12,281,000
770,458,000
2000
16,595,000
848,000,000
2010
13,000,000
1,413,600,000
(Worldsteel Association, 2011)
The locations of Canada’s 16 steel-producing mill sites
are shown in Figure 5. Further description, including a
discussion of nominal steelmaking capacity, is provided
later, in Table 3.
By the 1970s, Hamilton, Ontario, was producing 70%
of Canada’s steel. The post–World War II boom in
manufacturing was concentrated in southern Ontario and
southwestern Quebec, and the opening of the St.
Lawrence Seaway in 1959 provided Stelco and Dofasco
with cost-effective access to the new iron ore deposits
being mined in Labrador.

Technology, trade and global development impacted
different segments of the steel industry in different ways
and to different extents. In addition, the three factors had
significant effects on the industry at different times over
the last fifty years. The result was that not all companies
were affected in the same way or to the same extent by
each factor. The effects on a particular company were very
dependent on specific company reactions, responses and
decisions, such as the product mix each company had and
the geographical region that it served.
Steel companies are constantly affected by the cost
and availability of capital given that the industry is very
capital-intensive. The cost structure of the industry is
dominated by labour, raw materials and energy, but it is
also very sensitive to transportation costs. Steel is
expensive to ship relative to its value; therefore, the
location of steel mills relative to markets and to raw
materials can be a key determinant of profitability. Energy
costs are large and the ability to access sufficient energy,
be it electricity or coal, is another critical determinant in
the success of a company.
As a result, product mix, use of capital, location, and
use of energy, in conjunction with the overriding global
influences of technology, trade and global development,
have had dramatic effects on each steel company in
Canada over the last half-century.

Technology
There have been many significant changes in technology,
but three have probably had the most influence on the
steel industry.
Continuous Casting

Figure 4. Arial photograph of Stelco and Dofasco (hot end)
plants in Hamilton, Ontario
Major Factors
Between 1961 and 2011 the Canadian steel industry has
been dramatically changed by three major factors. These
factors can be summarized as:




Changes in technology
Changes in trade
Changes in global development

These changes demanded that the steel industry as a
whole, and the Canadian steel companies specifically,
change the way they did business in order to survive and
prosper over the last half of the twentieth century.

Continuous casting developed throughout the last halfcentury. It started with development of billet casting for
rod and bar products, bypassing the ingot pouring,
reheating and blooming mill operations, and significantly
increasing the yield of usable semi-finished steel from
liquid steel. It subsequently progressed to bloom casters
for larger long products such as rails, seamless tubes and
structural sections, and to flat rolled products with slab
casters, thin slab casters and direct strip casters.
These continuous casting developments resulted in
reduced costs due to improved yield (from around 72% to
over 95%) and manpower utilization, but primarily they
reduced the need for capital. Continuous casting
eliminated the need for ingot making, ingot mould
handling equipment (mould yards), soaking pits and
roughing mills, and dramatically reduced the need for
slab/bloom yards and semi-finished product handling. This
reduction in capital opened up primary steelmaking to new
participants in the industry because the cost of entry had
been significantly lowered. To not have moved quickly into
continuous casting was the “kiss of death” for many a steel
company over the last fifty years.
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Sorel-Tracy (EAF), Rio Tinto Group (QIT-Fer et Titane inc.)
Contrecoeur East (EAF), ArcelorMittal (ArcelorMittal Canada Inc.)
Contrecoeur West (EAF), ArcelorMittal (ArcelorMittal Canada Inc.)
St-Joseph-de-Sorel (EAF), Schmolz+Bickenbach AG (Sorel Forge)
L’Orignal (EAF), Heico Companies, LLC (Ivaco Rolling Mills Inc.)
Whitby (EAF), Gerdau Ameristeel Corporation (Whitby, Ontario Steel Mill)
Hamilton (BOF, EAF), ArcelorMittal (ArcelorMittal Dofasco Inc.)
Hamilton (BOF), U.S. Steel (U.S. Steel Canada Inc. – Hamilton Works)
Hamilton (EAF), Hamilton Specialty Bar (2007) Inc.
Nanticoke (BOF), U.S. Steel (U.S. Steel Canada Inc. – Lake Erie Works)
Cambridge (EAF), Gerdau Ameristeel Corporation (Cambridge, Ontario Steel Mill)
Sault Ste. Marie (BOF), Essar Global Limited (Essar Steel Algoma Inc.)
Welland (EAF), MMFX Steel Corporation of America (MMFX Steel of Canada Inc.)
Selkirk (EAF), Gerdau Ameristeel Corporation (Gerdau Ameristeel Manitoba)
Regina (EAF), Evraz Inc. (Evraz Regina Steel)
Edmonton (EAF), Scaw Metals Group (AltaSteel Ltd.)

Figure 5. Map of steel-producing plants in Canada (2010-2011)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Steel mills in Canada

High-Powered Electric Arc Systems for Melting Furnaces
and Ladle Metallurgy Stations
High-powered electric arc systems had a parallel
development with continuous casting. The development of
high-powered electric arc furnaces allowed electric arc
furnaces (EAFs) to melt scrap at speeds that could not only
keep up with the continuous casters that were being
developed but also become competitive with the tonnesper-hour rate at which steel could be refined in BOFs. This
enabled steel production without any other major primary
end facilities. Not needing the capital-intensive coke ovens,
blast furnaces and BOF shops of integrated plants
dramatically reduced capital costs for entry into the steel
industry. The development of electric arc ladle
metallurgical furnaces allowed continuous casting to
develop faster because these ladle metallurgical furnaces
allowed accurate and timely delivery of steel to continuous
casters, greatly increasing their productivity. With their
sole requirement being access to large volumes of scrap,
EAFs permitted a completely new choice of location for
steel mills. Steel mills had historically been tied to access
to raw materials (generally on major waterways) and could
not locate near customers or near large supplies of
obsolete scrap. Minimills, consisting of EAFs, a continuous
caster and a rolling mill, featured lower capital, labour and
transportation costs than the integrated plants. With this
change in dynamics, minimills took hold in the Canadian
steel industry. Canada had a single precursor minimill in
1958 (in Edmonton); by 1998, 42% of steel produced in
Canada was by the EAF / scrap-based route.
The Advent of the Computer
The advent of the computer has affected the steel industry
as it has affected much of our lives in general. The ability
to purchase technology in the form of process control
models and programs, to allow highly automated mills to
function effectively, again lowered the cost of entry into
the steel industry. This development lowered costs and
improved quality in the steel industry, but probably more
significantly, it allowed new companies, both in North
America and across the developing world, to purchase
sophisticated computer technology and quickly bring a
new steel mill up to a high level of performance at
previously unimagined speed. The barriers to entry for the
steel industry had been lowered again.
Trade
Trade in Canada has been most dramatically and generally
positively influenced by NAFTA, the North American Free
Trade Agreement. The Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with
the United States came into force in 1987 and was
expanded to Mexico in 1994. Throughout the last halfcentury the Canadian steel industry has developed from a
domestic industry producing products for local sale to a

North American industry. How each company in Canada
approached the opening of North American markets had a
huge effect on its success. Competition and risk increased
dramatically, but so did the opportunities.
Global Development
For much of the last thirty years of the twentieth century,
the Canadian steel industry was struggling to survive the
impacts of the factors noted above and to deal with the
knowledge that the market as a whole was not growing at
any significant pace. It was very much a battle of attrition
for steel companies in many countries.
As the 21st century arrived, the influence of major
economic development in developing countries such as
Brazil, Russia, India and China completely changed the use
and availability of raw materials and energy. These major
countries were developing at incredible rates, and the
steel industries in these countries did so also. The demand
for all raw materials related to the steel industry—iron ore,
coal, scrap and alloys—increased at unforeseen rates and
resulted in a period of dramatic price increases. The
profitability of a well-run steel company in the first decade
of the 21st century was very high and resulted in many very
profitable and well-financed steel companies the world
over. By the end of the decade, this influx of cash into the
coffers of steel companies had resulted in a M&A (merger
and acquisition) binge that has completely changed the
world steel industry and, significantly, has resulted in every
steel company in Canada being bought by one of several
foreign companies.
Along with the dramatic demand for raw materials and
steel products in the first decade of the 21st century was a
similar increase for demand for oil, also driven by the
developing countries. This increase in demand for oil
offered an opportunity for some steel companies to
significantly benefit from the need for oil and gas pipe
requirements and the need for oil and gas exploration and
extraction equipment. The dynamic of the growth in oil
and gas demand changed the areas on the globe where
steel demand was greatest and therefore influenced which
steel companies might benefit most from this shift in
geographic demand.
The influence of technology, trade and global
development on the Canadian steel industry has resulted
in a fast-changing industry. The need to manage change
efficiently and effectively has been absolutely critical over
the past 50 years. The expectation should be that this need
for dramatic change in the Canadian steel industry will
continue beyond 2011.
Broad Perspective of Events and Significant Canadian
Contributions
It is important to recognize that the minimill was a
Canadian innovation and to give it full credit in any history.
Jerry Heffernan built the first for-purpose minimill—
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LASCO—in Whitby, Ontario, in 1964, where 100% of the
output from an EAF shop was continuously cast with no
ingot back-up. Heffernan introduced a new management
philosophy and culture in a unionized mill, with an
emphasis not only on process improvement but also on
training, safety and incentives in order to engage the work
force constructively with limited supervision (Stubbles,
John, 2006). This minimill approach to serving local
markets influenced others who followed, such as Nucor,
transforming the North American steel industry, greatly
improving productivity and reducing the carbon footprint
of steel produced in this process route. Market-focused
minimills led to the progressive commoditization of much
of the traditional long products order book of the
integrated producers, and were followed by thin slab
casters and direct strip production minimills, resulting in a
paradigm shift in the steel industry globally. As the
minimills matured and evolved, they proceeded to
commoditize and then progressively capture market share
from the integrated plants for pipe and Oil Country Tubular
Goods (OCTG) products, structural sections and beams, hot
roll strip and its derivatives, and, with the advent of wide,
medium-thickness continuous slab casting technology in
conjunction with Steckel mills, plate.
The other Canadian innovation that comes close in
importance was the Shermans' at Dofasco in betting the
farm on commercializing the Linz and Donawitz (LD)-BOF.
They were the second world-wide adopter of the LD-BOF
and the first in North America, and they were responsible
for the other major paradigm shift on the production side
of the industry.
The development by Stelco of low slag volume blast
furnace operations in the late 1950s (through work by
Frank Pearce, Ed Rushkall et al.) was another paradigm
shifter. This dramatically reduced the coke rate (by 40%),
was adopted worldwide, and set the stage for the
persistence of the blast furnace as the process of choice
for converting virgin iron units to useable metal.
Notwithstanding the considerable investments made by
process developers and producers in developing
alternative ironmaking technologies, to date none can
approach the cost and energy effectiveness of the modern
blast furnace for capacities at or above 2 mtpa. All other
processes for converting iron ore directly to useable iron
units remain "niche players," essentially competing with
steel scrap as feedstock for EAF minimills or in waste
management niches.
While the importance of other Canadian technology
developments—such as Stelco’s hot strip mill Coilbox™ and
the rod mill Stelmor cooling process, widely adopted
worldwide—should not be minimized, they are of a more
incremental or evolutionary nature; the market minimill
and BOF commercialization are the two really historic
Canadian contributions.
The Coilbox™ is located between the roughing mill and
the finishing stands in modern hot strip mills. Transfer bars
from the roughing mill are rapidly coiled in the Coilbox™ to

dramatically reduce heat loss and produce a virtually
uniform temperature in the uncoiled transfer bar as it
enters the finishing stands, resulting in less power needed,
a shorter run-out table and uniform metallurgical
properties in the product.

Figure 6. Dofasco basic oxygen furnace (BOF)

Figure 7. Hot strip mill Coilbox™
The Stelmor controlled cooling process was first
commercially applied in 1964 and its worldwide adoption
lies in its fast production speed (in excess of 15,000 fpm)
and its achievement of homogenous mechanical
properties. The hot rolled rod is water-cooled to a
predetermined temperature and laid in overlapping rings
onto a continuously moving conveyor with forced air
cooling fans, and then reformed into a coil to produce the
desired microstructure and mechanical properties.
Back in Edmonton in the early 90s, Stelco "privatized"
Edmonton Works as Alta Steel—an Alberta Corporation—
and it was ultimately sold in the great Stelco "garage sale"
of 2005 to Scaw Metals, a subsidiary of Anglo American.
Jerry Heffernan built Premier Steel (later to become Alta
Steel) in 1954, and in 1959 he installed a billet caster. With
the money leveraged from the sale to Stelco, he built
LASCO.
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Other pioneering market mills were Western Canada
Steel (WCS) in Vancouver (founded by Cominco), who ran a
Submerged Arc Furnace ironmaking operation in Trail, B.C.
WCS was latterly owned and closed by Ipsco in a union
dispute—as were its subsidiaries in Calgary and Hawaii.

Figure 8. Rod mill Stelmor line
Sidbec-Dosco in Montreal (founded by the Quebec
government from Hawker Siddley assets) was in fact a
market mill in its early days, but ceased to exist as such
when it was consolidated with the new mill in
Contrecoeur. That new mill was essentially a miniintegrated mill, given its direct reduced iron (DRI)
feedstock and diverse product mix. It went to the Mittal
group very early in that group's nucleation period when
the Quebec government got tired of the endless subsidies
it required.
At the time of the Sidbec acquisition, the Mittal group
had very limited assets, resources and know-how—just a
small EAF operation in Indonesia and a franchise to
operate the export billet mill in Trinidad. It is arguable that
the Canadian know-how they acquired (through work by
Richard Leblanc et al.) was instrumental in enabling their
subsequent successful acquisitions and restructurings of
the Kazakhstan national integrated industry, Hamburger
Stahlwerke in Germany, and latterly the modern slab
export assets in Mexico and a major integrated mill—
Inland Steel—in North America by the mid-1990s. From
there they have grown exponentially to be a colossus of
global consolidators, and now ArcelorMittal controls 10%
of global steel capacity.
The Auto Pact (1965) catalyzed the rise of the
Canadian original equipment manufacturer (OEM)
stamping, engine, transmission and assembly plants, along
with the formation and growth of Tier 1 suppliers (HayesDana, Magna, Accuride, Budd, AG Simpson, etc.) Demand
for the engineered steel products from automotive was
the principal driver in the upgrading of the Canadian (and
indeed the U.S.) industry and its segmentation between
the increasingly quality-capable integrated and qualitylimited market mills, and it furthered the commoditization

split between them. The later Japanese OEM invasion
further drove the segmentation of the market and much of
both the capital investment and quality capability
development of the integrated mills, especially Dofasco
and Stelco. While Dofasco had led the charge to extend
galvanized steels into the construction and architectural
sectors (Galvalume), Stelco, particularly with the Z line, led
the pack with the development of paintable exposed
galvanized products (Galvanneal, paintable free zinc) for
the automotive and white goods sectors, displacing both
U.S. electrogalvanizing and off-shore production from the
Canadian markets. With its quality-capable, cost-effective
Nanticoke assets, Stelco also led the way in development
and application of high-strength low-alloy (HSLA) steels for
wheels, bumper inserts and frames, as well as interstitialfree (IF) super-formable flat rolled steel products for
automotive body-in-white and exposed applications.
The 1989 FTA with the U.S. and the 1994 NAFTA,
which included Mexico, proved to be much more
problematic. Before the "rule book" created by those
agreements was in place, there had been few, if any, trade
disputes between Canada and the U.S.—some issues
surrounding Algoma and Dosco dumping rails but not
much else. Having the rule book in place gave rise to
endless problems when the U.S. markets turned down in
the late 1980s and early 1990s and their producers went
looking for import relief. Neither of the FTAs provided any
exemption to the Canadian producers from the privations
of U.S. trade law. The resultant curtailment of what had
been traditionally free access by the Canadian integrated
industry, particularly to the automotive and energy (plate)
sectors in the U.S., played a major role in Stelco's brush
with insolvency in 1991-92 and Algoma's insolvency in that
same period.
The FTA and NAFTA had the tangential but important
impact of effectively and progressively gutting the Auto
Pact and its requirement of “one vehicle equivalent
assembled in Canada for each vehicle sold,” as the FTAs
provided so-called open access within the continent. The
last vestiges of the Auto Pact in giving preferential access
to the Big Three automakers were extinguished by the
WTO upholding a complaint of unequal treatment filed by
Japanese and European car makers in 2001. Since then, the
consumption of Canadian-produced steel by the
automotive sector has been in significant decline.
Backing up to the macro or global picture, the North
American industry in general and Canada in particular got
caught in the maelstrom of the energy-related events of
the mid-’70s, and it took some years for the senior
managements to understand that things really were
different this time.
For many years after the end of World War II there
had been virtually a 1:1 correlation between world GDP
and demand for steel products. Pricing was driven by costs
and margins were taken as "assured." In North America the
integrated mills expanded on their existing sites—albeit
inefficiently—in terms of both tonnage and product range.
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“Volume at any cost” was the mantra, with little attention
being paid to operational effectiveness improvements
through new technology application.
By the end of the 1960s, various prognosticators,
ranging in credibility from the International Iron and Steel
Institute (IISI) to the ubiquitous Father Hogan, were
extrapolating the GDP/demand curve and forecasting
enormous domestic and global capacity shortages. Over
the course of the 1960s, off-shore producers in Europe and
Japan (and latterly in Korea and Taiwan) had embarked on
major capacity-building programs—in some cases with
considerable government support. These new plants were
generally situated near tidewater with access to sea-borne
high-quality, low-cost iron ores from Brazil and Australia,
and coking coals from Western Canada and Australia, as
well as direct access to export markets for their products.
They were much larger in facility scale than the North
American mills, and employed state-of-the-art operating
technology. Unlike the North American expansion, which
was for the most part on existing, logistically constrained,
inland sites and dependent on local supplies of higher cost
iron ore and coking coals, the off-shore mills were "built
for purpose" and were highly export-capable on a costcompetitive basis.
Prior to the first energy crisis in the mid-1970s, only
Bethlehem (at Burns Harbor), Youngstown Sheet and Tube
(at Indiana Harbor), and U.S. Steel at Gary had invested in
"greenfield," built-for-purpose modern capacity. U.S. Steel,
Stelco and Dofasco had acquired greenfield properties
around Lake Erie and announced plans for "world-scale"
new capacity. After the energy crisis and with the eventual
realization that things had indeed changed, U.S. Steel
abandoned its plan, as did Dofasco. Only Stelco proceeded
to develop its Nanticoke site, albeit on a greatly reduced
scale, and ultimately that new capacity became
replacement capacity for open hearth operations at its
Hamilton Works.
The new energy reality also further accelerated the
growth of the energy-efficient EAF scrap re-melting
minimill capacity in North America, as well as in Europe,
Asia and South America, eroding the old-line integrated
producers' distribution base and extending the
commoditization from rebar and merchant bar products
into flat rolled steels, as well as to pipe and tubular
products for the energy sector. Further, competition from
more "energy-efficient" materials such as plastics and
aluminum gave rise to significant substitution for steel's
traditional applications in transportation vehicle products,
containers, small diameter pipe and so forth.
By the end of the 1970s it became clear that North
American steel, particularly the higher cost production
from the old-line integrated producers, would be beset by
ongoing pressures from the minimills, from competing
alternative materials and from more efficient off-shore
producers. Product selling prices were no longer based on
production but on the market. The "battle for applications"
had begun in earnest.

The next twenty years and into the early 2000s saw a
repetitive process of consolidation, capacity reduction,
new process and product development, and human and
financial restructuring triggered by each of the broad
economic down-cycles—early 1980s, early 1990s and early
2000s.
This period also saw the retreat from steel industry
ownership by state interests in Europe and the former
Soviet Union states, creating the opportunity for global
consolidators such as the Mittal group and certain Russian
producers. Latterly, industrial groups in India have also
assumed that role. Similar events started to occur in the
minimill sector, particularly in Europe and North America.
In North America that sector became consolidated and
restructured by the Gerdau group, Nucor, and Commercial
Metals, with peripheral acquisitions by the Mittal group.
Through the mid-1990s the major Canadian
producers—except for Algoma, which had earlier been
divested by the CPR to Dofasco, abandoned to insolvency
by Dofasco, and subsequently restructured, and SYSCO,
which stumbled into closure after a brief attempt to
operate as an EAF-based market mill—were relatively
unaffected by the macro-events in the world at large.
Unlike the U.S. industry which, except for U.S. Steel, had
largely divested its iron ore and coal properties and its
fabricating affiliates, Stelco and Dofasco had retained and
in many cases enhanced those interests, and their financial
viability was not particularly in question.
In the economic down cycle of the early 2000s, while
demand remained fairly robust, pricing collapsed for many
product lines in the face of rising imports into North
America. Consequently, Canadian producers curtailed
operations. This led to the acquisitions of Slater and Ivaco's
operating assets by U.S.-based private equity investors, the
acquisitions of CoSteel, MRM and Courtice by Gerdau, a
second insolvency for Algoma, and an insolvency filing by
Stelco—except for its two subsidiary minimills and their
affiliated assets.
The convulsions of the early 2000s also saw a final
wave of consolidation wash over the U.S. industry, with
much of the remaining integrated capacity being acquired
by the Mittal Group. Only U.S. Steel and AK Steel remained
as integrated producers of size.
The mid-2000s through 2008 saw a worldwide
commodity boom reminiscent of that of the mid-1970s,
this time, however, in large part driven by growth in China.
This set off a further wave of acquisitions by global
consolidators and saw the remnants of the Canadian
industry go to offshore owners—Dofasco and its iron ore
assets were acquired by Arcelor, who in turn were
acquired by Mittal; Stelco's two integrated mills and its
iron ore assets went to U.S. Steel; Algoma went to the
Essar group from India; and Ipsco's mills in Regina and the
U.S. went to Evraz from Russia.
By the end of 2010, not one ton of Canadian steelproducing capacity remained in Canadian hands.
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Company Developments – 1961-2011
All the Canadian steel companies in the 50 years between
1961 and 2011 have undergone profound change involving
varying degrees of growth or decline and transformation.
The following overviews of individual company
developments have been authored by people in positions
of leadership within their respective companies who
experienced first-hand the changing times and here
provide their knowledgeable and unique insights.
Exceptionally, the overview for Rio Tinto–QIT was obtained
from the company website and those of SYSCO and
ArcelorMittal-Sidbec Dosco were taken from the Internet.

ArcelorMittal – Dofasco
By 1961, Dofasco was 49 years old. The previous halfcentury had seen a company driven by a unique culture
and the business systems and behaviours to support it. The
key strategic decisions had been to get into flat rolled steel
rather than just castings, to recognize the value of an
inclusive, respectful, innovative culture and institutionalize
that culture, to get into value-added coated steels, to
become an integrated steel company and to develop and
install the new BOF technology.
The 1960s were a time of continued growth. There
was a renewed commitment to galvanized steel with the
construction of No. 2 Galvanizing Line with the supporting
cleaning, annealing and tempering facilities. No. 3 Blast
Furnace and No. 4 Coke Plant were built. There were also
acquisitions—Wabush Mine, National Steel Car, Sherman
Mine and Adams Mine. A new main office was built and a
new personnel and medical centre. The medical centre,
closely partnering with McMaster University, had a staff of
55 and was the second largest in North America, after
Dupont’s in Delaware.
The early 1970s saw a slowing in the national
economy, but Dofasco continued to grow. There was a
renewed commitment to safety performance with clear
policies, accountabilities and training. An environmental
program was established that committed to the best
available technology and environmental capital and
environmental investments exceeding $1 billion over the
next 30 years. The year 1971 saw the construction of No. 5
Coke Plant and No. 4 Blast Furnace. Once they were
finished, No.3 Galvanize Line and No. 3 Tinning Line were
built. A new multi-use, 100-acre recreation centre was
built for employees and included two ice surfaces, a
gymnasium, a fitness and training centre, five ball
diamonds, tennis courts, soccer fields and a golf driving
range. Employees volunteered to run the many sports
leagues for themselves and their families. The late ’70s saw
No. 2 5-Stand Tandem Cold Mill, No. 6 Coke Battery, No. 4
BOF (in a new shop) and No. 2 Hot Strip Mill built.
Sometimes very good can be the enemy of excellent.
Dofasco had developed and used for many years a
technique for bottom pouring and direct rolling ingots.

Productivity and quality was very good and much better
than with regular ingots. It also didn’t hurt that you could
almost sell anything that didn’t float. The new hot mill
therefore ran “saddened” or flattened ingots instead of
slabs. It was felt that the capital cost of a slab caster could
not be justified.
The early 1980s saw another recession and for the first
time since the 1920s, there was a layoff of over 2,100
people. It was a major blow to the culture but as the
economy returned over the next year, all the employees
were offered jobs and all but a few returned. In 1981, No.
4 Galvanizing Line was built. QCM, the largest iron mine in
North America, was purchased from U.S. Steel in 1989 to
replace depleted capacity at the Sherman and Adams
Mines. No. 4 Pickle Line was built and Dofasco entered into
a joint venture with National Steel in the U.S. and NKK
Steel in Japan to build a state-of-the-art galvanizing line,
DNN, in Windsor, Ontario, to supply the Japanese
automakers then building manufacturing plants in Ontario.
Dofasco realized that the surface quality of even the best
bottom-poured ingots would not meet future automotive
requirements and the decision was finally made to convert
No. 4 BOF to combined top and bottom blowing (Klockner
Oxygen Blown Maxhutte or KOBM) and to install a stateof-the-art caster. Excellent had finally replaced very good,
at least for No. 2 Hot Strip Mill.

Figure 9. Dofasco KOBM steelmaking vessel being charged
It was becoming clear that the markets were growing
very fast and that the supply of hot metal and steel slabs
was not sufficient. Because Dofasco had a balanced
Primary operation, the cost for incremental tonnes of slabs
would be very high. New cokemaking, ironmaking,
steelmaking and casting would all be required at the same
time. There was another alternative: buy Algoma Steel
from Canadian Pacific, its current owner. For about $700
million, Dofasco would have fast access for needed slabs
and Algoma would have secure markets and a more secure
future. But it was not to be.
The early 1990s saw another recession and a provincewide strike by the United Steelworkers, including both
Stelco and Algoma. Algoma employees were not receptive
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to being part of the Dofasco family. They had their own
embedded culture, for better or worse. Algoma was losing
money fast and threatened to take down not only its own
operations but also those of its parent Dofasco. However,
courage is a decision and Dofasco fought back to survive.
In 1991, Dofasco wrote off its $713 million investment in
Algoma and in 1992 gave the company to the Algoma
employees, the Ontario government and the debtors.
These three years produced the first annual financial losses
in Dofasco’s history.
Dofasco Hamilton needed to regroup. Subsidiaries
such as Prudential Steel, a tube producer in Alberta, and
Whittar Steel, a service centre in Detroit, were sold. A
functional improvement program was put in place in
Hamilton that saw the shutdown of the remaining ingot
stream and the original BOF shop with three BOF furnaces.
No. 1 Hot Strip Mill was closed and the equipment sold.
The original foundry from 1912 that still employed 700
people was sold. Management was reduced, going from
twelve to five vice-presidents and from almost 13,000
employees to 7,000 employees. Frank H. Sherman, at over
seventy years old, retired from the board. To simplify
communication and to push down accountability,
management reporting levels dropped from between 8
and 10 down to 5, from the most junior employee to the
president. Fortunately nearly all those leaving took early
retirement or voluntary severance packages, but it was still
a major shock to the culture. However, Dofasco would
survive.
In 1991, No. 1 Continuous Pickling and Cold Mill, the
CPCM, started up. An aggressive quality-management
system was put in place that took product quality from
83% prime production to 96% prime production. There
were similar improvements in yield. The culture needed to
be confirmed and improved. Virtually all employees, over
7,000 in groups of about 70, attended an off-site, 3-to-4day experiential team-building camp designed by Pecos
River Learning and Dofasco. The values and culture
migrated to be more team- and performance-focused.
Dofasco was short on steel again and had to purchase
large quantities of slabs to meet its needs. This was good,
as it gave the operation more flexibility to weather the ups
and downs of the market, but bad as there were large cost
premiums when slabs were in scarce supply. More slab
production needed to be built. In 1993, Gallatin Steel, a CoSteel joint venture thin slab minimill, was built in Kentucky.
It was the second such flat rolled minimill in the world
after Nucor Crawfordsville, Indiana. A major strategic
decision was made to look to the desired markets and
plant configuration optimized to the year 2010. Programs
titled Primary 2010, Finishing 2010 and Commercial 2010
were initiated. A three-legged strategic “stool” provided
structure and was based upon technology and innovation,
operational excellence and customer-focused “Solutions in
Steel.” In 1996, an electric furnace and slab caster were
built in Hamilton to replace purchased slabs. It is the
largest EAF in North America at 165 tonnes per heat

capacity, and it is the only such facility in the world to be
integrated into a traditional steelmaking plant feeding the
same hot mill. In 1997, a tube business was initiated to
provide tubes for hydro-forming auto parts. A steel
stamping business (Powerlasers), a steel laminating
business (ZYPLEX) and a maintenance management
business (IVARA) were created as subsidiaries. Joint
venture galvanizing lines were built as suppliers to
automotive and construction. Partners included Sidbec
(Sorevco), NKK (DJG) and Sollac/Arcelor (DSG).

Figure 10. Dofasco continuous pickle line cold mill (CPCM)

Figure 11. Dofasco electric arc furnace (EAF)
Dofasco was adopting the principle of sustainable
development as expressed by the United Nations.
Sustainable development incorporates the principle of the
triple bottom line of financial performance, environmental
performance and social responsibility. Sustainable
development is not a balance of these three factors but
rather an interdependence. For example, if you improve
your social responsibility and nurture pride, you will retain
a more skilled workforce, which will improve financial
performance. If you have better financial results, you can
install superior environmental technology, which will
improve the relationship with the community. The needs
of all corporate stakeholders should be recognized. It
means improving the quality of life now and for future
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generations. Dofasco was recognized by the Dow Jones
World Sustainability Index for five years as the world’s
most sustainable basic materials company, ahead of wood
products, minerals, and aluminum and other metals. No
other world steel companies made the list.
The 1990s saw an increased commitment to being the
North American supplier of choice to the automotive
sector. New galvanize, galvanneal and galvalume products
were continually being developed in partnership with
Japanese and European mills. Dofasco had people
stationed around the world benchmarking and
participating in co-development projects. It cost billions of
dollars to develop a major new steelmaking technology.
The BHP/Nucor thin strip casting project cost in excess of
$1.5 billion without a major market breakthrough. As a
small company, Dofasco needed to partner with others to
ensure that the best technology could be licensed.
Sometimes being a fast follower and a better optimizer is a
reality of the business. In 1998, No. 4 Blast Furnace had a
major redesign and rebuild.
The year 2000 presented the Y2K challenge.
Computers and process automation drove all the furnaces,
mills, scheduling systems and business and financial
systems. The information systems and process automation
departments had a total of 400 people to maintain and
improve these systems. Steel is a high-tech business. The
software included internal clocks and calendars to create
line-ups and schedules. Older software would not handle
the switch from the year 1999 to 2000. A major software
upgrade was required with a fixed deadline. It was
accomplished without mishap but reminded everyone of
the dependence the company had on computers and
software. Software was both a source of competitive
advantage and a potential vulnerability. Some companies
saw it as expensive overhead and a commodity to be outsourced and chose to reduce their risk, but they also
reduced their opportunity to differentiate performance.
In the early 2000s, the Primary 2010 and Finishing
2010 renewals continued. Process quality improved
substantially with some increases in capacity as well.
Dofasco was seen by others in the industry as a leader in
the global industry but it was small, at 5 million tonnes
capacity per year including Gallatin, while the major firms
produced 20 million tonnes per year. They could support
greater resources directed at new process and product
development. With the high-tech crash and 9/11, the
economy suffered but Dofasco was optimistic. Nos. 2 and 3
Blast Furnaces were rebuilt. There was a major upgrade of
the hot mill, increasing design and control systems.
Dofasco clearly had the most modern and most productive
assets of any steel company in North America.
In 2006, Arcelor won a bidding war with Thyssen
Krupp for the assets of Dofasco. Guy Dolle, CEO of Arcelor,
when asked “Why Dofasco?” said Dofasco was the best
little steel company in the world with the healthiest
customer base, the most modern technology and the best
people resources. Dofasco also had a commitment to both

a stable culture and sustainable development. Within a
few months, Arcelor was itself taken over by Mittal to
create ArcelorMittal, a 90-million-tonne-per-year giant in
the industry.
Although employees expressed much concern for the
future and the “Dofasco Way,” the last five years have
been generally positive. The company weathered the
worst recession since the 1930s with almost no loss in
permanent jobs. New investments in pulverized coal
injection have been put in place at all blast furnaces. EAF
capacity and quality have been increased with the addition
of 25% hot metal to the charge—memories of 1952. New
construction of galvanizing capacity has been announced.
ArcelorMittal Dofasco is seen as one of three benchmark
locations in the ArcelorMittal worldwide family. Many of
the Dofasco policies, values and business systems are
being gradually introduced as models across the entire
corporation. Examples include health and safety
management, maintenance management, teamwork,
sustainable development and employee communication.
Dofasco may be seen as a talent pool. A number of
Dofasco personnel have been promoted to senior
management positions in other ArcelorMittal locations in
Europe and the United States.
QCM, the largest North American iron mine, is seen by
ArcelorMittal as a critical asset and source of global supply.
It has joined the mining division of ArcelorMittal. Gallatin
has joined the U.S. operations. Dofasco is smaller but still
strong.
Dofasco corporate culture can be defined by shared
values including respect for others, team play, personal
development, innovation, loyalty, accountability for results
and “working smart.” Values and culture are not real until
they are reflected in repeated and reinforced behaviour by
all. Frank H. Sherman expected all Dofasco employees to
be leaders in their business and to be “fair, firm and
friendly” in their dealings with others, both inside and
outside the company. That priceless tradition continues.

ArcelorMittal – Sidbec Dosco
Sidbec-Dosco is Canada’s fourth largest steel producer.
In 1960, the Quebec Economic Advisory council
recommended the establishment of a steelmaking
operation. In 1964, Sidbec was created and a study began,
initially based on building a blast furnace–oxygen
steelmaking–rolling mill complex. In 1965, Hatch
Associates was appointed to compare the cost of
producing steel by the electric furnace versus the blast
furnace–oxygen steelmaking route. The study showed the
electric furnace route to be lower in cost than the BF/BOF
route as well as more flexible. In 1966, Sidbec elected to
investigate the acquisition of Dosco’s Quebec and
Etobicoke Works and then proceed to produce billets from
scrap and eventually scrap plus DRI. In 1969, Sidbec
acquired Dosco’s Montreal Works (EAF-supplying 4-strand
billet caster built in 1965 with 200,000 tpy capacity),
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Contrecoeur Works (continuous rod and bar mill built in
1964 with nominal annual rolling capacity of 320,000
tonnes, hot strip mill with a capacity of 470,000 tonnes,
and a cold mill consisting of a cold reversing mill, a
galvanizing line with 240,000 tpy capacity, annealing and
temper mill) and Etobicoke Works from Hawker Siddley.
Sidbec-Dosco was born. Construction of the Contrecoeur
EAF steelmaking meltshop was completed in 1971,
followed by a 400,000 tpy Midrex DRI facility in 1973,
providing Quebec with an integrated iron and steel
producer. A second Midrex DRI module, a second EAF and
continuous slab caster started up in 1977 (Gamble, and
Hatch, 1984). Sidbec-Dosco has subsidiaries and joint
ventures for scrap reclaim, galvanizing and tube
production. Periods of profitability and non-profitability
occurred in the 1980s and 1990s.
In 1994, Sidbec-Dosco was purchased from the
Government of Quebec by ArcelorMittal, which restored
profitability by reopening its mothballed DRI plant, cutting
costs—which included lay-offs—and making quality
improvements. Following ArcelorMittal’s purchase of
Dofasco in 2006, a consolidation and restructuring of
operations at Sidbec-Dosco resulted in the closure of the
rolling mills in Contrecoeur, with Dofasco taking over the
hot and cold rolling.

Essar – Algoma
The 1960s were a decade of growth and expansion
following the start-up of No. 7 Coke Battery, No. 1 BOSP
(with two 100-ton BOFs—Algoma was also an early
adopter of this new steelmaking technology), a 46-inch
combination bloom and plate mill (the first fully
automated and computerized mill at Algoma) and a tube
round conditioning mill, all brought into operation in 1959.
By 1961, annual production reached 1.6 million tonnes
with a new parallel flange beam mill rolling large structural
sections. A new cold mill with a pickle line and an 80-inch
cold reduction mill were completed in 1964. The
Centennial year, 1967, saw the start-up of No. 8 Coke
Battery and No. 1 Billet and Beam Blank Caster. This was
the first continuous caster in the world to cast beam blanks
in the H profile.
The 1970s started with an annual record of 2.5 million
tonnes of crude steel produced, but by 1971 Dofasco’s
growth placed Algoma as the third largest steel company
behind Stelco and Dofasco. The 1970s saw continued
growth, product mix expansion and profitability with a new
166-inch plate mill in 1971, No. 2 BOSP (two 250-ton BOFs)
in 1973 and the shutdown of open hearth steelmaking, and
in 1975, the operation start-up of No. 7 Blast Furnace. This
blast furnace was the largest in Canada at the time and still
is today: its rated capacity is 5,000 tonnes per day but it
now achieves 8,700 tonnes per day. In the same year, No.
9 Coke Battery started operation and a joint ownership
with Stelco in the Tilden Iron Ore Mine in Michigan began.
Canadian Pacific Investments took controlling interest of

Algoma and retained controlling interest until 1988.
Employment reached 9,829 in 1978. A new two-strand slab
caster started operation in 1979 and profitability was
good.

Figure 12. Algoma No. 7 blast furnace  largest in Canada
The 1980s were to be a different story, a decade
involving recessionary steel demand, facility closures,
downsizing, exiting of product lines and money-losing
years. In 1980, employment was 11,200 employees and
1981 was a record-breaking year with net earnings of $165
million on $1.43 billion in sales, but by 1982, the recession
had begun. Both Algoma and Stelco asked the unions to
open the labour contracts, but the unions refused. By midAugust Algoma laid off 4,000 employees. The bar and strip
mill closed after 32 years of operation, the ball mill was
mothballed after 45 years of operation, and the 18-inch
merchant mill shut down after 72 years of operation. The
year ended with 4,700 union employees laid off and 200
salaried employees as well, and a net loss of $127 million.
In 1984 No. 4 Blast Furnace was shut down after slab
supply contracts with Republic Steel and Sharon Steel in
the United States expired. Both Canada and the United
States imposed a countervailing surtax on steel imports
and Algoma cut back on structural beam production when
Spanish wide flanged beams flooded the Canadian market.
Algoma focused investments in 1985 by continuing
construction of a new tube mill, and it upgraded the rail
mill to produce quality 78 foot rails. By 1986, Algoma’s
debt had grown to $659 million and the new tube mill
went into production as the U.S. Department of Commerce
imposed a 41% duty on all Canadian imported steel used in
oil and gas wells. The tube mill was cut from 20 to 5 turns
per week in 1987, and that year ended with a small profit
after six years of losses. A report by a consultant hired by
the United Steelworkers of America (USWA) recognized
that the steelmaker was in big financial trouble and
suggested that the unions consider the question of future
wage increases in return for a role in decision-making and
the development of a recovery plan. The report also
recommended the production of more flat roll and less
heavy structurals.
Dofasco bought all the Algoma shares in August 1988
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as they were interested in a source of slab supply.
Diversification to include holdings of steel fabricators
continued. The construction of a new continuous caster for
tube rounds began (but was suspended—in 1996 it was
sold in unused condition). In 1989 the United States
imposed a 39% duty on Algoma rails and a 103% duty on
SYSCO rails.
The 1990s was another tough decade. The year of
1990 involved a 113-day strike and a net loss of $108
million. With Algoma in severe debt ($816 million long
term), Dofasco bailed out on January 23, 1991, recording a
$713 million investment loss. To raise operating funds,
Algoma sold its West Virginia coal mines for $122 million in
February, but by February 19 obtained Company Creditors
Arrangement Act (CCAA) protection from its creditors and
an opportunity to restructure. Operations continued with
an operations loan from four parties. All employees
accepted a wage cut to contribute to a “Save Our Job
Fund.” With a $600 million write-down, Algoma reported a
$702 million loss in 1990 and an additional $190 million
loss in 1991. One year after declaring insolvency, Algoma
announced a restructuring plan whereby the employees
would get effective control of the company over five years
by earning common shares in the new company (Algoma
Steel Incorporated) via earning shares by deferring wages.
Long products were under severe pressure due to tariffs
and offshore competition as well as the need to focus on

its main products—plate and strip being produced on a
combination plate and strip mill in need of upgrading. Two
teams were formed, one an operations/engineering team
to look at all options on how best to restore and build a
competitive business and the other a technology team to
investigate the best available technology to improve the
product mix and order book to meet customer
requirements. The technology selected was a Direct Strip
Production Complex (DSPC), commissioned in 1997, which
converts liquid steel via thin slab casting and rolling into a
finished coil in 25 minutes. Further closures followed in
1999 with No. 2 Tube Mill, No. 1 BOSP, No. 1 Concast and
the structural mill shutdown, and employment downsized
to 4,200 (Barill, 2001).
By mid-2001, Algoma found itself back in CCAA and
another restructuring, following loss of markets to lowcost imports, price collapse and a slow ramp-up of the
DSPC. Algoma focused on the markets in which it could do
well and profit, and succeeded in attaining high production
levels on the DSPC. From 2004 through 2006, it made $806
million in profits and became debt-free. In 2006, a cogeneration power plant was built utilizing by-product fuels.
In 2007, Algoma was purchased by the Essar group in India.
Losses returned in 2009 and 2010 and challenges remain
for a plant that has streamlined its facilities, focused its
product
mix
and
downsized
its
workforce.

Figure 13. Algoma direct strip production complex — Thin slab caster withdrawal and strip mill

Evraz – IPSCO
IPSCO Inc. started as a company in 1956 and had the
relatively unique circumstance among steel companies of
having started out as a pipe-making company and not a
steel company. It was originally named Prairie Pipe
Manufacturing Company. In 1959 Prairie Pipe and the

fledging steel company Interprovincial Steel Corporation,
built adjacent to the Prairie Pipe’s Regina facility, were
merged into the Interprovincial Steel and Pipe Corporation.
The company’s name was later changed to the acronym of
IPSCO.
The original idea behind IPSCO was to supply pipe for
the installation of natural gas infrastructure throughout
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Western Canada. To a great extent, that objective has
never changed. The original steelmaking facilities consisted
of EAFs, ingot making and soaking pits and a semicontinuous roughing and finishing mill, with the finishing
mill being a Steckel mill. The Steckel mill, a single stand
reversing mill with coiling furnaces on either side to
maintain temperature, was less expensive than a
continuous strip mill for producing flat roll strip steel
suitable for welding into pipe. The original pipe mill was an
electrical resistance welding pipe mill. Later, IPSCO added a
number of spiral welding pipe mills, which enabled
production of pipe in much larger diameters. Over most of
IPSCO’s history, the company has managed to prosper with
the gradual growth of Western Canadian oil and gas
production and with the Western Canadian economy in
general. In 1987, the Regina steel mill was converted to
continuous casting, a critical decision in the long-term
prosperity of the company and the Regina facility.
IPSCO’s Regina steel product mix has been focused
largely on the oil and gas industry. A great deal of research
went into developing high-strength line pipe steel grades
for use in high-pressure natural gas pipelines. Another area
of development was steels suitable for high-grade casing
and tubing for the oil and gas drilling industry. An offshoot
to these developments was a move into a broad range of
high-strength steels for use in fabrication such as abrasionresistant steels and microalloyed steels for high-pressure
applications.
The selection of location for the company in Western
Canada created a significant advantage for IPSCO over its
competitors due to its much lower transportation costs,
the advantage of local western scrap for melting, and the
ability to respond more quickly to local customers’ needs.
The “isolation advantage” was just that, an advantage.
However, when the Western Canadian market had a down
cycle, the effect on IPSCO was significant, as the
geographic barriers that slowed competition from Eastern
Canada also inhibited IPSCO from selling into Eastern
Canada and the Eastern United States.
Early on in its history, IPSCO determined that
expansion throughout Western Canada was essential.
From 1973 to 1987 IPSCO had purchased or built pipe mills
in Edmonton, Red Deer, Calgary and Port Moody (B.C.), as
well as expanding its pipe-making facilities in Regina. Coilhandling facilities were built in Surrey, B.C., and a steel mill
was bought and later divested in Calgary. Throughout this
period the vast majority (typically 80%) of the coil product
produced in the Regina steel mill was consumed by
company pipe mills.
Due to the obvious risk inherent with operations being
in one geographic region of Canada, in 1987 IPSCO
purchased its first operation in the United States. This was
a pipe-making facility in Geneva, Nebraska. Subsequent to
this, a coil-processing facility was bought in St. Paul,
Minnesota, and pipe mills were built or bought in
Camanche, Iowa, and Blytheville, Arkansas. In 1996, with
NAFTA in full force, IPSCO broke ground on a new

greenfield steel mill in Montpelier, Iowa. This decision was
repeated in 1999 with the start of another steel mill in
Mobile, Alabama. In addition, coil-processing facilities
were built in Toronto, Ontario, and Houston, Texas, to
improve product flow and customer service. Part of the
reason for moving into the United States was to avoid the
risk of trade reprisals if there were a significant trade
imbalance between Canada and the United States. Another
reason was the ever-present advantage of geographic
location, near customers and scrap steel supplies. Both of
the two steel mills built in the United States were EAFbased, with Steckel mill-based rolling for both plate (heavy
gauge flatroll steel) and coil (light gauge flatroll steel).
These steel mills were built very much using the Regina
steel mill as a template.
By the end of 2006, IPSCO’s steel production had
grown substantially, with total steel capacity of 4,000,000
tonnes annually. This contrasted with a 1961 production
level of 8,862 tonnes. The Regina steel mill production
level peaked at just in excess of 1,000,000 tonnes annually.
The global steel merger-and-acquisition fever was in full
swing. In 2006, IPSCO purchased a U.S.-based steel and
pipe company called NS Group, which was the culmination
of the former NS Steel and Koppel Steel companies. In
2007, IPSCO was purchased by Swedish steelmaker SSAB.
SSAB subsequently sold off all of the pipe-making facilities
and two of the steel mills that were tied primarily to pipemaking. These included the Regina and the Koppel steel
mills.

Gerdau Ameristeel – Courtice Steel,
Manitoba Rolling Mills and LASCO
The formation of Gerdau Ameristeel in Canada was
through acquisitions and mergers of three separate
companies.
The first acquisition was of Courtice Steel in 1989.
Courtice Steel began operations in 1976 as a re-rolling
operation located an hour east of Toronto in Bowmanville,
Ontario. There, the 80,000-ton-per-year plant produced a
small range of bar and rebar products for construction and
manufacturing markets in Canada and the United States.
Billets were purchased from outside sources for the
operation. Construction began in 1979 to install an EAF
meltshop to provide internal feedstock for the rolling mill.
The facility was built an hour west of Toronto in the city of
Cambridge, within the “Golden Horseshoe” manufacturing
region, where scrap was in abundant supply. Harris Steel
Group purchased Courtice Steel from their private owners
in 1985 and began construction of a new rolling mill in
1986, adjacent to the Cambridge meltshop, with the first
bar rolled in July 1987. In October 1989, Gerdau SA
purchased the Courtice Steel operations from Harris Steel
Group, their first acquisition outside of South America.
From that day forward, Gerdau provided the necessary
expertise and management practices to the operation,
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and, along with significant additional capital, it has taken
the operation from 80,000 tonnes in Bowmanville to
greater than 300,000 tonnes in Cambridge.
The second acquisition was completed in 1995
through the purchase of Manitoba Rolling Mills. This
operation, located in Selkirk, Manitoba, started in 1906 as
the St. Boniface Horseshoe Works in Winnipeg, Manitoba,
and relocated to Selkirk just north of Winnipeg in 1914,
supplying specialty products worldwide. Their principal
manufacturing markets are the capital goods sector,
mostly related to mining, earth moving equipment,
material handling and transportation. Supplemented with
the largest ferrous onsite recycling plant in Western
Canada and several downstream value-added operations,
Gerdau Ameristeel Manitoba is ideally positioned to
compete globally.
The third company became a member of the Gerdau
family in 2002. Originally named LASCO or Lake Ontario
Steel Company, the facility, located in Whitby on the
shores of Lake Ontario, began operation in 1964. Utilizing
new steelmaking technology (EAF melting and continuous
casting), LASCO supplied bar and structural products to
North American markets. By the early 1980s, capacity was
doubled with a new furnace and casting plant. During the
mid-’80s, a ladle arc refining station was incorporated,
which provided even better capability. The Whitby facility
today houses one meltshop providing sufficient feedstock
for both a bar and structural mill. The onsite shredder in
the recycling operation supplies raw material from end-oflife automobiles, white goods such as refrigerators and
stoves, and steel recovered from construction demolition
for both the Whitby and Cambridge operations to produce
new steel products.

Rio Tinto – QIT
QIT is the world leader in the mining and smelting of
ilmenite ore. The massive titaniferrous ilmenite ore
deposit, the largest in the world, is located at Lac Tio, 43
km northeast of Havre-Saint-Pierre in Quebec, on the St.
Lawrence River. The Quebec Iron & Titanium Corporation
was founded in 1948 and later became QIT Fer et Titane. It
was the first to develop a reduction process using
electricity to remove titanium dioxide used in the
manufacture of pigments from solid ilmenite, and it also
invented a process to remove iron from ilmenite.
In 1968, a world-class plant was built to produce iron
powder from the smelter liquid iron at the metallurgical
complex in Sorel-Tracy. The iron powder, marketed as
SORELMETAL™, is used primarily for the manufacture of
precision steel parts, welding, cutting and scarfing
applications (Gamble and Hatch, 1984).
In 1986, QIT’s newly built steel plant, using the KOBM
steelmaking process, began operation with the production
of continuously cast billets which were shipped to Ivaco.
The following year, the steel powder unit was opened.
The demand for titanium dioxide from the use of

pigment producers using the sulphide process had
dwindled in the early 1990s as market conditions changed
and fierce competition from the former Soviet Union
emerged. QIT responded by developing the underground
gas storage (UGS) process, which produces a titanium
dioxide with a content reaching 94.5%, at a new plant
started in 1997 (QIT website).
Table 2. Annual production capacity
(tonnes)
1,100,000 SORELSLAG® titanium slag
600,000 liquid iron
360,000 SORELMETAL™ pig iron
500,000 SORELSTEEL™ pig iron
200,000 ATOMET™ metal powders
250,000 UGS™ titanium slag

SYSCO
In 1957, Dosco was purchased by A.V. Roe Canada, which
in 1962 was purchased by and became a subsidiary of
Hawker Siddley Canada. This company subsequently
sought to eliminate the money-losing coal mining
operations in Cape Breton. In response to public outcry,
Royal Commission hearings were held between 1965 and
1966. In 1967, the Nova Scotia government established the
Sydney Steel Corporation (SYSCO) for a period of one year
until a private operator could be found, and this temporary
commitment turned into a 33-year commitment.
SYSCO had a battery of coke ovens, two small blast
furnaces, an open hearth shop, and conventional ingot
pouring and blooming mills.
In 1975 a combination slab/bloom caster was
installed. In 1988, the coke ovens closed and in 1990 the
plant was further modernized with the installation of an
EAF. Provincial funding ceased in 1999 and in 2001 SYSCO
was sold to an Indian company named Zoom Developers
who dismantled the facility and shipped it overseas
(Sydney Steel Corporation, 2011).

U.S. Steel – Stelco
The Steel Company of Canada—Stelco—entered the 1960s
secure in the belief that the straight-line growth in steel
demand with growth in GDP that had prevailed in the
developed world since the end of World War II would
continue indefinitely. Increasing primary tonnage, and
adding the processing and manufacturing facilities to get it
to market, was the order of the day. The overriding
assumption of continued demand was matched by the
historic trend that selling prices for all steel products
would continue to be based on manufacturing costs.
Overseen by an executive with roots in the successful
application of bureaucratic structures to manage Canada’s
war efforts, Stelco had adopted a classic functional
bureaucratic structure, with accountability silos
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responsible for the managerial elements of the business
across its array of production facilities. Stelco was
technologically progressive, and centralized its everexpanding facilities planning, engineering and R&D
resources into a powerful entity. Given its antecedents as
an amalgam of disparate production and manufacturing
sites in Ontario and Quebec, and its acquisitions of
interests in coal, iron ore and limestone resources, as well
as its steel and pipe mills in Alberta and fabricating in
Saskatchewan, regional bureaucratic structures were
developed as well, overlaid on the management of these
smaller properties (Kilbourn, 1960). While such
management structures were, in retrospect, costly and
ineffective in terms of rapid decision making, they were
not uncommon among the old-line multi-plant, multiproduct operators in the United States. U.S. Steel,
Bethlehem, Republic, and Jones and Laughlin all had
similar configurations. The U.S. operators carried it one
step further, with labour relations handled on a sectoral
basis by a U.S. Steel–led committee that bargained with
the USWA on a “master agreement” basis. In Canada, that
model was not employed given the disparate nature of the
companies involved and, in particular, Dofasco’s non-union
status. Rather, the USWA and Stelco bargained a “one size
fits all” package across all of Stelco’s operations, which
then became a pattern for the other USWA-represented
steel producing and manufacturing plants in Canada.
The late 1950s and 1960s saw dramatic growth in
Stelco’s raw steel capacity at its core Hamilton plant, as
well as in its processing operations and manufacturing
plants. Major front-end expansions included D Blast
Furnace and the first 6-metre coke ovens in North
America. Primary processing was enhanced by the
Universal Slabbing Mill (USM) to support the new 148-Inch
Plate Mill. Secondary flat roll processing was expanded by
the addition of the 4-Stand 80-Inch Tandem Cold Mill and
the tower pickling line with acid regeneration, along with
new galvanizing capacity. A major expansion into wire rod
production was effected through the No. 2 Rod Mill and
the Parkdale Works rod processing and drawing facility.
During this wave of expansion, Stelco’s raw steel capacity
nearly double from its level of approximately 3 million
tonnes per year as Stelco relied on and invested in its highproductivity open hearth steelmaking furnaces, ignoring,
to its detriment, the rapid ascendance of higher
productivity BOF furnaces as the new state-of-the-art
technology. Stelco invested considerable energy and
resources in alternatives to BOF adoption. The other track
pursued by Stelco was to leapfrog the coke oven–blast
furnace–BOF route, which was by then conventional, and
instead turn to the direct reduction of iron pellets with
coal char in a rotary kiln—the SLRN process—to use as a
feedstock in EAF melting. Stelco ran extensive tests at its
newly acquired Premier Steel plant in Edmonton to
establish that SLRN direct reduced pellets from its
Hamilton development/demonstration plant could be
continuously fed to EAFs, with the goals being productivity

and efficiency gains. Ultimately the SLRN technology was
abandoned by Stelco and others, and persisted only as an
on-site recycling plant for steel mill wastes at Kobe Steel in
Japan. In contrast to its aversion to moving to BOF
steelmaking in its early 1960s expansion, Stelco became an
early adopter of continuous casting, which was then
emerging as an alternative to the yield-inefficient ingot
casting–blooming mill–billet mill route. With its acquisition
of Premier Steel, Stelco had gained access to that
technology, and in the mid-1960s it elected to build one of
the first multi-strand billet casting operations in North
America, with a view to directly supplying its new highspeed four-strand rod mill. Stelco elected to supply its new
billet caster with steel from an open hearth furnace.
Ironically, a 70-ton EAF, which had been used for armour
plate production during World War II, was demolished for
the caster.
By the late 1960s, it became apparent that open
hearth technology was not going to be competitive with
the BOF approach and a decision was made to build a new
BOF shop to replace the No. 2 Open Hearth shop—except
for the furnace supplying the new billet caster. This led in
turn to the decision to build E Blast Furnace and No. 7 Coke
Battery. Concurrently, productivity and, particularly,
quality problems—billet shape and porosity—which
limited the application of the concast billets led to the
decision to build a new, conventional bloom and billet mill
to supply the quality demands of the rod and bar markets.
The new BOF shop was targeted to come on line in 1970
together with the No. 3 Bloom and Billet Mill and E Blast
Furnace and the new 6-metre coke oven battery
constructed to support the additional hot metal capacity. A
protracted work stoppage in 1968 affecting all of Stelco’s
steelmaking and manufacturing operations had delayed
these plans but not altered them. With these additions,
the overall facility plan became to “optimize” the Hamilton
plant at 6 million tonnes of raw steel and processing
capability, and then look to greenfield sites for further
growth to meet what seemed to be ever-increasing
demand. In the late 1960s Stelco began to assemble a large
tract of land on the north side of Lake Erie for a worldscale steel plant. Dofasco also began to assemble land on
the north side, as did U.S. Steel on the south shore.
Entering the 1970s Stelco was essentially a “full line”
steel producer—its product lines covered plate (including
heat treated and certified armour plate); hot roll, cold roll,
galvanize and tin plate in both coil form and cut to size;
rods and bars covering the full range of merchant and
rebar products including railway tie plates; cold finished
bars; mechanical and structural tubing including some
seamless; wire and wire products including fasteners and
nails, industrial and fine wires, fencing, and welding rods;
and steel forgings. The only major product lines it did not
produce were large structural sections, steel castings and
rails. It also had a captive minimill supplying the Alberta
market with rebar and merchant products as well as oil
field sucker rods and grinding bars for mineral processing.
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It was fully integrated, with full ownership and/or
participating interests in iron, coal and limestone mines
and calcining facilities. The only notable “gap” in its
capabilities was the lack of a hot mill to provide 80-inch
wide hot roll to the No. 3 Pickle Line/4-Stand Cold Mill
Complex, as the Hamilton strip mill was limited to 56-inch.
This gap was to be addressed in its future greenfield site
planning. Employment was about 25,000.
The new BOF shop in Hamilton came on line in late
1970. Transfer of all of the No. 2 open hearth production
to the new BOF took some time, with the open
hearth/billet caster remaining as an “orphan” operation. In
short order, a decision was taken to build a new minimill
complex at Contrecoeur, Quebec, to supply a new bar mill
there, with excess billets available for conversion at the
Hamilton mills. The billet caster was dismantled and
relocated to the new McMaster works. The BOF shortfall
against expectations accelerated the early 1970s planning
for the new site at Nanticoke, some 40 miles due south of
Hamilton. A modular complex patterned on the layout and
growth of new tidewater sites in Japan and Europe was
laid out. The complex was to feature self-unloading lakers
with a stacker-reclaimer system for raw materials handling.
An adjacent Ontario Hydro coal-fired generating station
was to support the complex, a new town was
contemplated, and secondary, steel-intensive businesses
were to be attracted to a Stelco owned industrial park.
Some 2,500 acres were fenced off and laid out, the
industrial park, dock and auxiliary facilities sited, and
permitting begun for the dock construction. The first unit
to be built at the new Lake Erie Works was the 80-Inch Hot
Strip Mill, in order to fill the width gap in the Hamilton flat
rolled processing train. The Lake Erie hot mill was to be the
first built-for-purpose “coil box” mill in North America.
Stelco had earlier developed and patented a technology
for coiling the transfer bar between the reversing roughing
mill and the tandem finishing stands at its 56-inch hot mill
at Hamilton. John Lysaght and Company in Australia built
the first for-purpose coil-box-only mill. Lake Erie was to
become the second such mill. Stelco made the coil box
technology available worldwide through equipment
builders, and many, mostly retro-fit units, were
subsequently installed in North America and
internationally.
By 1974, the raw steel shortfall at Hamilton had
become a larger and more pressing issue than the gap in
hot strip capability, and Stelco decided to put the partly
built Lake Erie hot mill on hold and proceed with half of the
first module—a mid-sized blast furnace and a BOF shop
with two 250-ton vessels and a two-strand slab caster.
Initial operations were to be supported by the on-site
stockpiling of surplus Hamilton Works coke. The Works
was laid out accordingly, with an emphasis on streamlined
material flows on rubber-tired vehicles rather than
conventional rail. State-of-the-art energy management and
environmental control systems were provided for. Project
and construction management were under the direction of

Stelco’s in-house engineering department.
As noted, the mid-1970s saw considerable turmoil in
the steel industry, with high energy costs, off-shore
competition, the rise of minimills, and the emergence of
competing materials for steel’s traditional applications. In
order to survive as the markets became segmented, the
old-line integrated producers had to increasingly move upscale in product quality to insulate their product
applications from the minimills’ more cost-effective
commodity production. Further, the growth sectors of the
market accessible to the integrated producers shifted to
automotive and energy-related products. By the mid-1970s
Stelco’s earnings were under severe pressure, and the
forecast leverage arising from the completion of Lake Erie
Works as planned was unsupportable. Investments in the
new line pipe-making facility at Welland, Ontario,
expansion in the line pipe capability at Camrose, Alberta,
and technology to produce high-strength, quality-certified
plate skelp in Hamilton to support these facilities took
precedence. Lake Erie was, to all intents and purposes, put
on “care and maintenance” until 1978. By that time, the
North American economy was well into the “stagflation
phase,” which persisted until the recovery of the mid1980s. It became clear that “better,” more cost-effective
capacity was required rather than simply “more” capacity
in the traditional sense. The Lake Erie management team
directed its efforts to re-scoping and re-configuring the
plant with a view to meeting those criteria without
compromising the scale or the future capability of the
complex, while at the same time minimizing the capital
cost. All systems and functions were benchmarked against
the minimill standard of less than two person-hours per
ton shipped and a personnel cost-per-ton less than the
cost of ocean freight, as articulated by Ken Iverson of
Nucor. The re-scoped facility contemplated an initial
output of slabs of only some 800,000 tonnes per year from
the blast furnace/BOF/caster. From its planned start-up in
1980, the plant would run on stock-piled coke until the
coke oven battery with North America’s first 7-metre
ovens was in operation the following year. The hot strip
mill would follow a year later. In order to achieve the
necessary personnel flexibility to achieve the personnel
benchmarks, the USWA, in exchange for voluntary
recognition as the bargaining agent for the Works, agreed
that it would be a separate local from the Hamilton plant,
that the work force could be recruited at large, and that
many of the traditional trade and craft distinctions would
be set aside in favour of a multi-crafted maintenance force.
The initial workforce of some 1,000 people comprised
about 400 principally supervisory, technical and
maintenance personnel, with prior steel mill experience,
and some 600 other employees, mostly hired locally.
In June of 1980 the blast furnace was blown in,
with the first steel produced two days later. Lake Erie steel
found ready acceptance in Hamilton and in the
marketplace. Within six months the plant was operating at
its planned rate. Under pressure from a now more market-
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focused senior executive group, Lake Erie expanded its
quality capability into the more difficult applications, such
as tin plate for “drawn and ironed” can stock in
competition with aluminum, as well as into high-strength
impact-resistant line pipe grades and grades for formable
automotive applications. Within a year, more than 40% of
the applications, for which further processed steel from
Lake Erie slabs was being used, were new to Stelco.

Figure 14. Lake Erie Works
In the summer of 1981, Stelco’s triennial “master”
negotiations with the United States broke down and a
bitter and protracted work stoppage began, initially
affecting all the USWA-represented operations. The Lake
Erie Local elected to settle and return to work. Lake Erie
resumed operations on a limited basis. With no captive
market, product outlets were restricted to some modest
sales of slabs and pig iron. The work stoppage extended for
over three months, and in many respects had a severe and
long-lasting impact on Stelco. The statement that “Stelco
had a Union, Dofasco had a Christmas Party” was never
more appropriate: given the competition for high-end
market share, Stelco’s order book was wide open to be
cherry-picked. The regional minimills—Lasco, Slater Steel,
and the resurgent Sidbec-Dosco with its new complex in
Contrecoeur—also showed no lack of interest in
encroaching on Stelco’s traditional long-products markets;
nor did Algoma when it came to plate production.
Emerging from the labour relations debacle, all levels of
the organization understood clearly that things were never
going to get back to normal. Not only Stelco but all of the
old-line integrated companies realized that the future lay
in moving away from commodity applications and
beginning to compete on the basis of quality and costeffectiveness for
increasingly
more
demanding
applications. Grandiose growth plans were abandoned,
and the waves of consolidation and retrenchment,
particularly in the United States, began. Lake Erie became
the last greenfield integrated steel works to be built in
North America. Technological upgrading became the order
of the day; many companies entered into comprehensive
technical agreements with the leading-edge Japanese
integrated companies to improve their quality capabilities.
As well, previously “value-adding” operations such as strip

processing, slitting, cut-to-length and packaging for small
lot distribution could no longer support the high wage and
benefit costs and work rules demanded by the USWA, and
they were outsourced to the rapidly expanding service
centre, warehousing and distribution sector. Similarly, inhouse maintenance shops and support facilities began to
be outsourced and maintenance to be contracted in. Many
of Stelco’s U.S. integrated competitors abandoned or sold
their downstream manufacturing operations, as nonunion, lower cost, single-purpose operations emerged.
Stelco came to the realization that not only would it have
to deal with those pressures from its competitors, but its
continued reliance on ingot cast supply from No. 3 Open
Hearth and the Hamilton BOF shop was also ill-advised.
Planning began to convert the BOF shop to continuous
casting, shrink the Hamilton operation down to D and E
blast furnaces only, and, as Lake Erie increased its output,
close the No. 3 Open Hearth/USM operations. The
emphasis was to be on high-value applications across all
product lines. Given the proportion of the Canadian steel
market that Stelco’s manufacturing units represented, they
were retained.
The Lake Erie 80-inch hot mill began operations in
mid-1982. It had been reconfigured down to a single
pusher furnace, reversing rougher/edger, coil box, and 4stand tandem finishing mill, with a short run-out spray
table and a single downcoiler. It had a sophisticated, downmill, fully integrated computerized control system and was
expected to produce coils for further pickling, cold rolling
and galvanizing at Hamilton, as well as for supply directly
to Stelco’s pipe mills for energy-related applications and to
the automotive industry for such unprocessed applications
as wheels, frames and bumpers. A temper mill was
attached to the mill, and Nelson Steel contracted to pickle
and process the hot band coils. From the outset, the mill
proved less reliable than the other operating units at Lake
Erie. As a cost conservation measure, the control
automation, unlike that on all the other units, had not
been made, so that they could be bypassed or otherwise
overridden by the mill operators. As well, there were
“learning algorithms” in the control software that made
adjustments to mill settings on grade/gauge/width quite
problematic. These problems took some time to resolve;
however, from the outset, product quality exceeded
expectations in terms of full coil consistency of dimensions
and properties. While somewhat limited in reduction
capability, with only four finishing stands, the mill was
nonetheless excellent in producing wide, heavy-gauge hot
roll for automotive wheels, frames, and bumper segments,
plate in coil and strip skelp for high-strength line pipe, and
drawing-quality steels for the Hamilton 80-Inch Cold Mill.
As markets were developed for Lake Erie’s output and
operational and quality capability was established,
management
was
able,
through
incremental
improvements, to increase the plant output to the 1.5million-ton-per-year range without any further significant
capital investment. Over the course of the 1980s, Lake Erie
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became an earnings powerhouse for Stelco. Even though it
was unable to come within Nucor’s new flat rolled
minimills’ range of one person-hour per shipped ton, the
shortfall of $25 or so per shipped ton was more than offset
by the higher selling prices ($100 or more, on average) that
its higher quality products could command.
The final abandonment of open-hearth operations and
conversion of the Hamilton plant to continuous casting
took place in the mid-1980s. Given the need to support the
diverse requirements of Hamilton’s product lines, and the
small heat size of the Hamilton BOF vessels, two state-ofthe-art single strand slab casters were installed. To support
the bar mill, one caster was configured for casting twin
large bloom sections. A dual station Ladle Metallurgy
Furnace (LMF) was provided for precise alloy and
temperature control. Hot transport of blooms directly to
the soaking pits at No. 3 Bloom and Billet Mill was also
provided. The improved quality and cost-effectiveness
enabled the modernization of No. 1 Bar Mill with a focus
on automotive critical applications. With this
modernization, Stelco now had two cost- and qualitycompetitive semi-finished steel production plants, with an
aggregate capacity of over 4 million tonnes per year of
useable semis, a melting centre in Hamilton to support the
diverse order books of the Hamilton mills, and an
integrated market mill at Lake Erie. The dependence of
Lake Erie on a single blast furnace had spurred it to adopt a
“repair” strategy as opposed to the then conventional “90day reline” strategy for its furnace. The stave cooling
system was key to the successful execution of that
strategy, since, as had been demonstrated elsewhere, it
was practical to selectively replace the stave panels in the
high wear areas of the furnace. The E Furnace in Hamilton
was rebuilt with stave cooling and a rotating distributor
top, giving Stelco three such robust, long-life blast
furnaces. Hamilton’s B and C furnaces were demolished
along with No. 3 Open Hearth Shop.
The late 1970s and early 1980s had also seen
considerable investment in Stelco’s minimills and
manufacturing plants. Edmonton Works had been rebuilt
with a new, larger EAF and a modern curved mold caster
capable of casting 8-inch billets. As well, Stelco had carried
out a joint venture with the Grinding Systems Division of
Armco to build a forged grinding ball plant in Kamloops,
B.C., using proprietary Armco technology and large bars
from Edmonton. This plant pioneered the “empowered
work force” to great cost advantage, and it became the
principal supplier to the Canadian mineral processing
industry. Stelco also entered into a major joint venture
with the Jannock Corporation, which gave it assured
market access for Hamilton hot roll, galvanized, and prepainted products to the buildings, infrastructure,
agricultural storage and architectural sectors. Additional
capacity was built at the Baycoat steel pre-painting joint
venture with Dofasco. Stelco’s fastener operations were
relocated from the Swansea Works in Toronto to a new
complex in Brantford, and a new automated warehouse

and distribution centre built in Burlington, Ontario. The
forgings plant in Gananoque, Ontario, was modernized.
Fastener and forging product lines both became heavily
oriented towards automotive applications.
Despite all of its capital investments, technical
improvements, improved product capabilities and higher
productivity, Stelco continued to struggle financially.
Pressure from the marketplace in terms of demands for
reduced costs, better quality and better service was
relentless. Both domestic and offshore competitors were
consolidating, divesting peripheral operations and showing
better earnings. In the late 1980s, Stelco began to look for
improvements internally. This principally took the form of
reorganizing into two divisions. One, Stelco Steel,
comprised the two integrated mills and the two minimills
and included the raw materials properties interests,
product-related joint ventures, purchasing, transportation
and technical arms. The second, Stelco Enterprises,
comprised the manufacturing plants and was mandated to
seek opportunities for investment in alternative but steelrelated lines of business. With the end of the major capital
spending programs, the engineering resources were
segregated between central and plant-assigned groups,
and the central group—Stelco Technical Services—
mandated to seek opportunities in the market at large.
Hiring restrictions were put in place and downsizing by
attrition became the order of the day. Stelco also
embarked on a major program of upgrading its
management structure and capabilities. A comprehensive,
real-world off-site program was developed to achieve a
common understanding of the organization, its aims and
objectives, and its vision and values. Over seven hundred
executive and management personnel participated over
the course of a few years. Later modules of this “WIN”
(“Winning in the Nineties”) program focused on
methodology for effective management within constraints
and on achieving organizational effectiveness. Regular
reunions and follow-up sessions were held. The WIN
program extended over the better part of a decade
through the mid-1990s and was a major factor in
equipping Stelco to respond constructively to the shocks of
the early 1990s. Further initiatives included a massive joint
effort led by the management of the Ontario integrated
steel plants and the USWA to constructively collaborate in
implementing the principal values of workplace safety and
environmental compliance. All plant supervision and
health and safety committee representatives were
provided with off-site training to understand their roles,
responsibilities and accountabilities under the Ontario
Health and Safety Legislation.
Notwithstanding all of these efforts, Stelco’s financial
performance still failed to show sustainable improvement.
By the end of the 1980s Stelco was again under
considerable financial pressure. The better clarity that the
divisional structure had brought to Stelco’s understanding
of its costs and margin structures, and the insights gained
through joint venture operations, confirmed that its
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manufacturing operations were simply not competitive
under the wage, benefit and work rule structures imposed
by the master agreement with the USWA. Entering the
1990 bargaining, Stelco advised the USWA that, for the
sake of its future viability, it would be bargaining at the
local level only, so that the competitiveness issues at each
unit could be understood and dealt with by the parties at
that unit, and that the union should govern itself
accordingly. Negotiating committees led by local
management were established at each plant. The resulting
lengthy general work stoppage ended with a tacit
understanding that each unit would be benchmarked as to
its operating earnings performance, and that future
improvements, if any, would be the driver of any
compensation increases, with all inter-plant transactions to
be priced on a “market equivalent” basis. The stage was
set for Stelco’s dis-aggregation into a group of selfsustaining steel-related businesses. Under the guidance of
a new executive team, Stelco moved aggressively to put
this new “franchise” model into effect over the early
1990s. In parallel, steps were taken to deal with the
financial damage resulting from the work stoppage itself
and the economic downturn that immediately followed in
1991, as well as the collapse of Stelco’s direct access to its
U.S. customers due to the U.S. Trade Law actions of 1992.
Dividends were eliminated or, where possible, deferred.
Equity was raised. Management, supervisory, technical and
staff levels were zero-based at each unit, and functional
groups’ remaining personnel were assigned to operating
sites to the maximum degree practical. Order books were
canvassed to ensure that the nature and size of the orders
accepted were within the core capabilities of the
production facilities and were of a strategic nature. Within
product groups, grades and sizes were consolidated to
reduce complexity, and volume-based criteria, as brought
to the fore by the U.S. minimills, were adopted. All
identifiable operating units were separately incorporated;
executive and general management teams were
established at each unit, with a mandate to deal with their
local stakeholders and to establish financing independent
of Stelco Inc. Stelco’s interest in joint ventures such as the
Molycop grinding ball plant, and the Fers et Metaux scrap
processing joint venture with Intermetco, were transferred
to the respective minimills—Alta Steel and StelcoMcMaster—to which they were related. Pension and
benefit programs were devolved to the individual
businesses. As well as the “Income Sharing Plans” with the
workforce at large, local results-based incentive plans were
put in place for each of the management teams. The Stelco
Technical Services group was sold to Hatch, a leading
Canadian engineering firm, along with the rights to market
Stelco’s suite of proprietary technologies, including the coil
box. The Gananoque forging unit was sold to local
management. A majority interest in the Camrose pipe unit
was sold to Oregon Steel Mills. Non-strategic
manufacturing operations, including the ME International
(grinding media), Bliss and Laughlin (cold drawn bars), and

Kautex (plastic fuel tanks) joint ventures set up by the
Stelco Enterprises Division, were sold. The lime operations
were sold, as were the Edmonton finishing operations.
Proceeds from all these divestments were used to reduce
outstanding financial obligations. Rationalization of the
Stelco Fasteners operations to focus on the automotive
sector enabled the closure and sale of the Distribution
Centre. The “two division” structure was collapsed. Stelco
Inc. became essentially a holding/franchising company
with an array of subsidiaries and joint ventures, but with
only one operating unit—the Hamilton melting and
finishing centre. That unit could not be structured as an
independent entity due to the manifold corporate legacy
issues that had historically accrued to it, principally
pension and benefit costs from previously closed
operations.
Capital spending was severely curtailed and subjected
to strict business case analysis, including the requirement
that third-party financing be obtained for “growth” or
otherwise market-driven projects. Under that discipline,
Stelco McMaster modernized its melt shop and
incorporated the railway products lines from the 20-inch
mill in Hamilton, enabling its closure. Stelfil consolidated
and modernized its Quebec operations; Stelpipe added a
state-of-the-art stretch reduction mill at its Page Hershey
Works in Welland, Ontario. At the integrated plants, Lake
Erie added a Ruhrstahl–Heraeus-oxygen blowing (RHOB)
degasser to enable the production of interstitial-free (IF),
extra-low carbon grades to meet the burgeoning demand
for those highly formable grades by the automotive sector.
Incremental expenditures at the blast furnace and the
addition of a second furnace to the 80-Inch Hot Strip Mill
brought plant capacity to over 2 million tonnes per year.
A decision was also made in the early 1990s to close Nos.
3, 4 and 5 Coke Oven Batteries in Hamilton, which were by
then obsolete. To enable this, the Hamilton blast furnaces
were equipped with Kawasaki high-rate coal injection
technology, owned and operated by a joint venture with
the Mitsubishi Corporation. This financing model had been
pioneered with the Stelco – Mitsubishi joint venture to
establish the Z Line on the Hamilton Works site. This stateof-the-art combination continuous annealing/galvanizing
line featured the latest Kawasaki technology for
production of galvannealed IF steels for exposed
automotive applications, and Armco’s pot technology for
the production of paintable free zinc for exposed
automotive. With this asset, and the active participation of
an empowered workforce, Stelco was able to successfully
displace imports from applications at the Big Three’s
Ontario stamping plants.
By 1995 to 1996, a dramatic improvement in Stelco’s
competitiveness and sustainability had been achieved.
From its nadir between 1991 and 1992, group shipments
had improved by some 50% to the 4.5-million-ton-per-year
range, with revenues also up by some 50% to the $3billion-per-year range. Working capital improved by some
100% to the $600-million range, and long-term debt
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reduced by some 50% to the $400-million range. All
arrears on preferred share dividends had been paid.
Operating income was positive at all units, including the
long-troubled Hamilton Works. Return on shareholder
equity had recovered from a negative 17% range to historic
highs in the 13% range. Historic breakthroughs in labour
agreements also took place in 1996, with all USWA
settlements achieved constructively, and with terms
variously extending out for up to six years. The destructive
cycle of uncertainty in Stelco’s supply reliability every three
years, which had historically enabled its competitors to
attack its order book, had seemingly been put to rest.
Project financing was in place for further value-adding
enhancements at the steel mills in excess of $200 million,
including rebuilding of the No. 7 Coke Battery, and
enhancements to the plate mill to enable the production
of plate in coil as well as to the No. 3 Bloom Mill to

eliminate the soaking pits with a walking beam furnace.
The Z Line was expanded to deal with burgeoning demand
for its products. Stelco had a net cash position of some
$150 million and looked forward to the future with a
degree of confidence. The balance of the 1990s saw mostly
continued operational and financial success, albeit with
changes at the senior executive and Board levels giving rise
to a shifting emphasis on delivering shareholder value in a
more direct financial manner, by way of common share
dividends and share repurchases. The preferred shares
were redeemed to improve common share earnings. A
trend towards more centralization in planning, decisionmaking and compensation systems became evident.
Together with an increasing emphasis on corporately
funded capital investment, Stelco’s debt burden began
increasing.

Figure 15. RHOB vacuum degasser—Lake Erie Works

Figure 16. Z line—galvanneal/galvanize/annealing—Hamilton Works
By 2000, Lake Erie had been re-consolidated with
Stelco Inc. in order to facilitate new borrowing at the

parent company level. The model of “a group of
independent but interdependent businesses” under
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common ownership had evolved towards “groupings”—
the steel mills and raw materials units became the “rolled
products group” while the other units became the
“manufacturing” group. Despite the slowing economy,
steel consumption in North America remained robust, but
increasing import levels brought prices under pressure.
Stelco continued its dividend and share buy-back
programs. By the last half of 2000, Stelco was back in a loss
position at the net income level, despite record production
of some 5.6 million tonnes of semis that year.
The early 2000s saw increasing turmoil in the North
American steel industry resulting from prices collapsing
back towards their levels of the early 1990s. Domestic and
off-shore consolidators stalked the industry. Most notably,
Wilbur Ross’ International Steel Group (ISG) acquired the
assets of LTV Steel (the successor to Jones and Laughlin
and Republic); Weirton Steel; Acme Steel; and, out of
Chapter 11 insolvency proceedings, Bethlehem Steel.
Thanks to the possibility of setting aside labour contracts
provided under U.S. bankruptcy laws, agreements with the
USWA were rapidly reached that shed large portions of the
old-line producers’ legacy costs, and that brought their
cost base down towards that of the flat rolled minimill
sector. Led by Nucor, Steel Dynamics and others, the flat
rolled minimills enhanced their size and the scope of their
product offerings and became formidable competitors for
increasingly high-quality applications. The Mittal group had
previously acquired Inland Steel. U.S. Steel acquired the
assets of National Steel. In Canada, except for another visit
by Algoma Steel to the protection of the CCAA, no
comparable restructuring or consolidation took place.
Notwithstanding the financial recession of 2001 to 2003,
demand for steel in Canada not only remained at high
levels during the 2001 to 2003 period, but apparent
domestic consumption (ADC) actually grew from its historic
level of some 15 million tonnes per year to almost 18
million tonnes per year. However, all of that growth, and a
portion of the historic level, was captured by imports
growing to some 40% of ADC from their historic level in the
range of 25%.
Stelco encountered increasing difficulties in placing its
capacity into applications where it could achieve
satisfactory margins. Its response was to increase
centralization and to start shedding both capacity and
product outlets. D Blast Furnace in Hamilton was closed in
2002 and the large-diameter pipe operations at Welland
and the Hamilton Plate Mill were closed in 2003. By the
end of 2003, Stelco had put in place new board-and
executive-level leadership who put the Hamilton and Lake
Erie steel plants under a common functional management
structure. Notwithstanding continuing strong demand and
rapidly strengthening prices, in the latter half of 2003
Stelco incurred large financial losses, due in large part to it
having curtailed production at Hamilton in order to deal
with its inability to market production from that plant. In
January 2004, Stelco sought and obtained the protection of
the courts through a voluntary CCAA filing on the basis

that, as recorded in its Annual Report for 2004, “While
steel prices have increased recently Stelco believes these
increases are not sustainable and therefore are not
expected to be sufficient to offset growing cost issues,”
and that without Court protection, “*It+ would have run out
of the money required to enable it to conduct its
restructuring [to deal with the new competitive landscape
in North America] and it did not believe it would be able to
raise additional financing.” Except for the self-financed
Quebec and Alberta minimills, the Quebec wire mill, and
certain joint ventures, all of Stelco’s units were included in
the CCAA proceeding. Stelco spent from January 2004
through March 2006 under the protection of the courts.
During that period, further operational cutbacks and
product line divestments or closures took place and a
strategic plan was developed. As well, a protracted
attempt to sell the whole of the enterprise was conducted
without success.
The strategic plan considered that all Stelco’s
interests, other than the two integrated steel plants and
the iron ore property interests, were “non-core” and
would be sold. The two steel plants would be further
integrated, with all slabs from both plants rolled on the
Lake Erie Hot Strip Mill, which was to be further expanded.
By the end of 2005, transactions had been closed, or
agreements put in place, to divest the Ontario and Quebec
wire mills to the Mittal group, along with the Quebec
minimill and its interests; the Alberta minimill and its
interests to a unit of Anglo American; the Page-Hershey
small-diameter pipe mill in Welland to a private equity
group; and the interest in the Camrose Pipe Mill to a unit
of the majority partner. The plate heat-treating business
(CHT) and the Hamilton rod mill closed in 2004.
Stelco emerged from court protection in March of
2006 under the “sponsorship” of three private equity
groups, with a pension funding agreement and loan in
place from the Province of Ontario. The private equity
groups brought in a U.S. executive and senior management
team who had firsthand experience with Wilbur Ross’ ISG
consolidation and restructuring of the U.S. industry. Total
employment at the two steel plants was substantially
reduced from its pre-CCAA levels as a result of the product
line abandonments and capacity reductions in Hamilton,
and the demographically driven attrition continued. Wage
and benefit programs and work-rules at the steel plants
remained unchanged from their pre-CCAA levels; a new
incentive plan was introduced. Steel prices had continued
to strengthen dramatically since the bottoming of mid2003, driven by demand from China and strength in the
North American economy. Stelco now had some 4 million
tonnes per year of semis capacity. By mid-2007, Stelco had
implemented its plan to consolidate all hot rolling at Lake
Erie, closed the 56-Inch Hot Strip Mill in Hamilton, and shut
down the narrow, light-gauge pickling, cold rolling and
galvanizing units in Hamilton. The remaining principal
operating assets included one coke battery, one blast
furnace, one BOF shop and the casting machines at
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Hamilton and Lake Erie; the Lake Erie Hot Strip Mill; the
No. 3 Bloom and Billet Mill/No.1 Bar Mill complex; the No.
3 Pickle Line, 4-Stand Cold Mill, and the No. 3 and Z Line
Galvanizing Lines in Hamilton.
In August of 2007, Stelco’s private equity shareholders
and the senior executive agreed to a U.S. Steel offer. Upon
closing of that transaction, when U.S. Steel took up all of
the publicly issued shares of Stelco, its Stelco’s two steel
plants became units of U.S. Steel Canada. Since the
beginning of the recession in late 2008, both the Lake Erie
and Hamilton plants have operated at reduced output and
have idled at times.

Plant Name

Canadian Steel Plants: Ownership, Location and Capacity
In Table 3, the Canadian steel plants, with their current
name, former Canadian name and year of ownership
change, along with location and steelmaking nominal
capacity, are grouped by basic oxygen steelmaking and EAF
steelmaking
For reference, Arcelor Mittal is the world’s largest
steel producer (116.4 million tonnes in 2007), U.S. Steel is
the world’s tenth largest steel producer (23.2 million
tonnes in 2007) and Evraz is the world’s fifteenth largest
(5.0 million tonnes in 2007).

Table 3. Canadian steel plants: ownership, location and capacity
Former Canadian Name
Location
Steelmaking Nominal Parent Company
(year of change in
Capacity (mtpa)
Head Office
ownership)

Basic Oxygen Steelmaking
ArcelorMittal Dofasco

Dofasco (2006)

Hamilton, ON

KOBM - 2.7
EAF - 1.65
2.9
0.60

Luxembourg

Essar Steel Algoma Inc.
QIT

Algoma (2007)
QIT-Fer et Titane

Sault Ste. Marie, ON
Sorel-Tracey, QC

USS Hamilton Works
USS Lake Erie Works

Stelco Hamilton (2007)
Stelco Lake Erie (2007)

Hamilton, ON
Nanticoke, ON

2.2
2.4

AltaSteel/Premier
(2011)/(1962)

Edmonton, AB

0.38

Onesteel
Australia

Sidbec Dosco (1994)
Norambar (2006)
Co-Steel (2002)
Courtice (1989)
Manitoba Rolling Mills
(1995)
Slater Steel/ Burlington
Steel (2004)/(1984)
IPSCO (2008)
Ivaco (2004)

Contrecoeur, QC
Contrecoeur, QC
Whitby, ON
Cambridge, ON
Selkirk, MB

1.70
0.63
0.96
0.36
0.39

Luxembourg
Luxembourg
Brazil
Brazil
Brazil

Hamilton, ON

0.40

NA

Regina, SK
L’Orignal, ON

1.00
0.45

Russia
Heico Holding Inc.
USA
USA
Germany

India
Rio Tinto
England/Australia
USA
USA

EAF Steelmaking
Altasteel Ltd.
ArcelorMittal Canada
Contrecoeur East
Contrecoeur West
Gerdau Ameristeel
Gerdau Ameristeel
Gerdau Ameristeel
Hamilton Specialty Bar
Evraz Regina Steel
Ivaco

MMFX Steel of Canada
Atlas Specialty Steels (2008) Welland,ON
Schmolz + Bickenbach AG Sorel Forge (2007)
St.-Joseph-de-Sorel, QC

Bankrupt (2011)
0.42

2009 and is a new record for global crude steel
production.
Canada currently ranks sixteenth in crude steel
production, with 13 million tonnes produced in 2010, as
shown in Table 4, and it represents 0.9% of the world’s
steel production, as illustrated in Figure 17.

Context of Canada vs. World Steel
Production
Worldsteel Association announced that global crude
steel production reached 1.414 billion tonnes for the
year of 2010. This is an increase of 15% compared to
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Table 4. Canada versus world steel production
(millions of tonnes crude steel)
2010
2009
2008
2007

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

China
Japan
United States
Russia
India
South Korea
Germany
Ukraine
Brazil
Turkey
Italy
Taiwan, China
Mexico
Spain
France
Canada
World

626.7
109.6
80.6
67
66.8
58.5
43.8
33.6
32.8
29
25.8
19.6
17
16.3
15.4
13
1,413.6

573.6
87.5
58.2
60
62.8
48.6
32.7
29.9
26.5
25.3
19.8
15.9
14
14.4
12.8
9.3
1,229.4

500.3
118.7
91.4
68.5
57.8
53.6
45.8
37.3
33.7
26.8
30.6
19.9
17.2
18.6
17.9
14.8
1,327.2

489.3
120.2
98.1
72.4
53.5
51.5
48.6
42.8
33.8
25.8
31.6
20.9
17.6
19
19.2
15.6
1,346.1

2006

2005

419.1
116.2
98.6
70.8
49.5
48.5
47.2
40.9
30.9
23.3
31.6
20
16.4
18.4
19.9
15.5
1,247.2

353.2
112.5
94.9
66.1
45.8
47.8
44.5
38.6
31.6
21
29.3
18.9
16.2
17.8
19.5
15.3
1,144.1

(Steeltrade Today, 2011)
South America
3.1%

North American
7.9%
incl. Canada
0.9%

European Union
(27)
12.2%
CIS (6)
7.6%

Asia
62.3%
incl. China
44.3%

Middle East
1.3%
Africa
India 1.2%
4.7%

Figure 17. 2010 World steel production pie chart % distribution
Apparent Steel Use Per Capita
The apparent steel use per capita—that is, consumption
per year per person, as measured in kilograms of finished
steel products—increases when economies are growing
and as governments and consumers invest in
infrastructure, transportation, pipelines, buildings, durable
goods and other steel uses. The average growth rates are
currently around 5% and are projected to stay at this rate.
Table 5 shows that Canada’s 2007 apparent steel use
per capita is one of the highest in the world at 471.7 kg
finished steel per person per year—less than Japan’s 622.0,
but well above the world average of 198.4. China’s
consumption has more than tripled in 10 years from 88.6
kg per person in 1998 to 311.4 kg per person in 2008.

Other nations such as India will see tremendous growth in
the future.
Percentage of Canada’s Crude Steel Production—BOF
versus EAF
Canada’s crude steel production by the oxygen blown
converter process (BOF and KOBM), as shown in Table 6, is
59%, slightly lower than the world average of 67%, and
much lower than in some countries such as China at 91%
or Japan at 74%. Canada’s crude steel production by the
EAF route is 41%, as shown in Table 7, which is much
higher than the world average of 31%. The importance of
this from an energy and carbon footprint perspective is
discussed below in Environmental Considerations.
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Table 5. Apparent steel use per capita
(kilograms finished steel products)
Region
1998
Canada
524.4
United States
429.5
Mexico
130.4
South America
75.3
European Union (27 nations)
335.4
CIS
92.0
Middle East
135.2
Africa
27.1
Asia
85.1
China
88.6
Japan
555.9
India
24.5
World
124.6
(Worldsteel Association, 2008a)

2007
471.7
363.5
167.3
102.8
406.1
219.6
305.0
37.5
185.3
311.4
622.0
42.4
198.4

Table 6. Production of crude steel in oxygen blown converters
(% total crude steel production)
Region
1999
2001
2003
2005
2007
Canada
57.9
57.8
58.4
58.5
58.9
Mexico
34.3
35.9
30.3
27.8
25.9
USA
53.7
52.6
49.0
45.0
41.9
N.America
51.5
50.9
47.4
44.0
41.3
S.America
66.0
65.7
65.5
62.8
61.6
E.U. (15)
61.7
58.9
59.3
59.3
57.3
Russia
58.9
58.7
62.7
61.6
56.9
China
62.8
83.5
82.4
88.1
90.9
India
51.6
56.2
54.4
43.7
39.9
Japan
69.5
72.4
73.6
74.4
74.2
World
59.1
62.2
63.0
65.2
66.7
(Worldsteel Association, 2008b)
Table 7. Production of crude steel in electric furnaces
(% total crude steel production)
Region
1999 2001 2003 2005 2007
Canada
42.1
42.2
41.6
41.5
40.7
Mexico
65.7
64.1
69.7
72.2
74.1
United States
46.3
47.4
51.0
55.0
58.1
North America
48.5
49.1
52.6
56.0
58.6
South America
32.8
33.1
33.2
35.9
37.2
European Union
38.1
41.1
40.7
40.7
42.7
(15 nations)
Russia
12.8
15.0
15.2
16.3
26.6
China
15.7
15.9
17.6
11.7
9.1
India
36.5
36.5
39.9
54.1
58.2
Japan
30.5
27.6
26.4
25.6
25.8
World
33.5
33.5
33.5
31.9
30.8
(Worldsteel Association, 2008c)

Steel Products
Worldsteel Association reports statistics by product
category, as shown in Table 8. These products compare

Canada to the world in two-year increments between 1999
and 2007 in order to provide some understanding of
market sizes and their changes.
In Canada for 2007, the production of hot rolled flat
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products at 10,579,000 tonnes was over 3 times the
production of hot rolled long products at 3,230,000
tonnes. The production of concrete reinforcing bars and
other hot rolled bars have remained fairly constant in
Canada during the last eight years, whereas they have
doubled globally. Other products, such as wire rod, have
reduced production by almost half in Canada, while almost
doubling globally. Tin mill, other metallic coated sheet and

strip, and tubes and tube fittings have remained relatively
constant in Canada.
Table 9 shows the exports/imports of semi-finished
and finished steel products for Canada and the world
between 1999 and 2007. The Canadian ratio of imports to
exports has declined from 1.43 in 1999 to 1.17 in 2007. The
world ratio of exports and imports has remained balanced,
as one would expect.

Table 8. Canada and world production of steel products
(thousands of tonnes)
1999
2001
Hot Rolled Products
Canada
14,952
14,204
World
733,681
765,294
Hot Rolled Long Products
Canada
4,236
3,771
World
308,513
299,116
Hot Rolled Flat Products
Canada
10,207
10,059
World
373,566
372,751
Railway Track Material
Canada
72
World
7,378
5,560
Heavy Sections ≥ 80 mm
Canada
544
358
World
46,485
33,962
Light Sections < 80 mm
Canada
173
148
World
48,722
61,479
Concrete Reinforcing Bars
Canada
407
362
World
60,089
41,715
Other Hot Rolled Bars (concrete reinforcing bars excluded)
Canada
1,681
1,526
World
56,817
53,639
Wire Rod
Canada
1,360
1,377
World
90,007
86,118
Electrical Sheet and Strip
Canada
World
6,568
6,769
Tinmill
Canada
301
331
World
16,095
15,083
Other Metallic Coated Sheet and Strip
Canada
2,268
2,196
World
73,181
74,655
Tubes and Tube Fittings
Canada
2,523
World
54,563
57,617
Seamless Tubes
Canada
15
World
13,708
17,578
Welded Tubes
Canada
2,508
World
40,527
38,723

2003

2005

2007

14,871
912,121

14,365
1,071,106

14,777
1,320,785

3,747
361,685

3,241
419,228

3,230
528,046

10,543
440,350

10,098
536,984

10,579
656,407

6,360

7,539

8,547

251
34,179

312
35,646

347
42,719

138
42,491

241
33,863

229
43,485

433
85,702

432
117,763

487
153,782

1,684
80,465

1,691
95,347

1,383
114,533

1,240
100,617

566
118,699

785
146,929

7,197

8,786

10,404

370
15,650

350
14,690

286
12,416

2,408
87,534

2,542
93,715

2,410
89,774

2,426
63,338

2,837
78,805

2,618
95,628

18,985

22,769

29,381

2,426
42,677

2,837
47,803

2,618
54,484

(Worldsteel Association, 2008d)
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Table 9: Canada and world exports/imports of semi-finished and finished steel products
(thousands of tonnes)
Export
Canada
World
Import
Canada
World

1999

2001

2003

2005

2007

4,755
280,791

4,601
300,385

5,486
332,973

5,970
371,320

6,824
434,485

6,784
265,553

6,343
292,895

7,134
332,466

9,913
363,547

8,006
426,260

(Worldsteel Association, 2008d)

Paul Mikolich

Environmental Considerations
Steel is the most recycled material in the world. More steel
is recycled annually than all other materials—including
aluminum, glass and paper—combined. Steel scrap is
traded internationally and in 2007 represented 92 million
tonnes globally.
The steel industry has worked diligently at reducing its
energy intensity and greenhouse gas emissions, as well as
its air particulate and water emissions. Climate change is
the biggest issue for the steel industry in the 21st century.
A global steel sectoral approach to climate change is
required as over 40% of steel is traded internationally and
over 50% of total production is in developing nations.
The EAF steelmaking route has an energy intensity of
approximately 9.5 GJ/tonne of crude steel, or about one
third that of the integrated oxygen blown convertor (BOF)
route of 26 GJ/tonne of crude steel. About 70% of the
energy intensity in the BOF route is from upstream sources
from the ironmaking/cokemaking/sintering and pellet
operations.
As shown in Table 7, Canada’s percentage of crude
steel production by the EAF route is 41% and 59% via BOF,
as seen in Table 6. Although Canada ranks behind both
Mexico and the United States in EAF percentage
production, North America as a continent is a world leader.
The world average is 31% EAF and 67% BOF crude steel
production, with the small difference accounting for open
hearths and other steelmaking technologies.
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